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Abstract
The maintenance of network connectivity is essential for effective and efficient
mobile team operations. Achieving robust mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) con-
nectivity requires a capable link maintenance mechanism especially if the network
experiences expected intermittent connectivity due to a hostile environment. One ap-
plicable example of such network scenarios is multi-robot exploration for urban search
and rescue (USAR). With the proliferation of these robotic networks, communication
problems such as the link maintenance problem are subject to be raised quickly.
Although various routing protocols for wireless ad hoc networks have been proposed,
they solve the problems of message routing and link maintenance separately, resulting
in additional overhead costs and long latency in network communication. Traditional
routing protocols discover existing links, connect these links, find the best path and
minimize the path cost. The limitation of previous routing protocols motivates us
to develop a new concept of routing mechanism for a robotic network. This routing
mechanism is named Meta-Routing. Meta-Routing expands current routing protocols
to include not only the normal routing of packets, but also the maintenance of links in
mobile agent scenarios. Thus, Meta-Routing minimizes the communication path cost
and the overhead cost, the latter of which results from discovering a route, repairing
a link or establishing a new communication path between nodes.
This dissertation presents a method to achieve Meta-Routing by controlling robot
motion based on the radio frequency (RF) environment recognition method and gradi-
ii
ent descent method. Mobile robot controlled motion can effectively improve network
performance by driving robots to favorable locations with strong links. Moreover, the
gradient descent method is used in driving the robots into the direction of favorable
positions for maximizing broken or failing links and maintaining network connectivity.
The main accomplished goals of this thesis are summarized as follows: firstly, the
Meta-Routing protocol, which integrates link maintenance into the normal message
routing protocol cost function; secondly, the dissertation examines the unification of
the syntax of message routing protocol and the link maintenance process through
physical configuration of mobile network nodes by controlling their movement in the
field; finally, the dissertation demonstrates that the utilization of the RF environment
recognition and classification method improves route repair estimation for achieving
link maintenance in the presented Meta-Routing protocol. The numerical experimen-
tal results demonstrate promising RF environment recognition and node controlled
motion results, as well as confirm their abilities in robot movement control for link
maintenance and reduction of the total path cost.
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1.1 Motivation and Challenges
Most wireless communication networks operate in harsh environments, which may
result in signal attenuation and multipath interferences [1]. A typical example of such
harsh environments is a collapsed building, where a team of small robots need to work
together to perform tasks that are difficult to achieve for a single robot or humans in
such a hostile environment [2,3]. Figure 1.1 demonstrates the scenario of a collapsed
structure and a team of USAR robots that communicate together to transmit data
from the source to the destination. A fundamental problem for this robot network is
how to maintain a robust communication path from the source to the destination such
that message delivery is guaranteed. These robots are moving, and they are not able to
transmit data directly from the furthest location in the network topology all the way to
the destination. Also, these robots perform multiple tasks based on their capabilities,
including searching for survivors, building and maintaining communication networks,
and transmitting data from all peripheral areas of the network back to the base station.
1
Figure 1.1: Robotic network in a collapsed structure.
Conventionally, building and maintaining communication networks, and routing
information packets are handled separately. In general, robot teams potentially pro-
vide solutions to surveillance, monitoring, and search and rescue operations, elimi-
nating the need for human intervention in hazardous areas [4]. However, robots have
limited mobility capabilities, energy availability, communication range, and compu-
tation capabilities due to their sizes and power constraints [5]. As a result of these
constraints, system resources must be reasonably distributed across multiple robots,
2
which work together to achieve a mission. In a robot team, each small robot is
equipped with limited sensing and processing capabilities for its mission, such as map-
ping the surroundings, providing feedback for human operators, or carrying sensors
for the mission. Therefore, reliable communication between small robots is essential
for their successful operations to explore the environment. For this reason, recovering
wireless network communication strategies is needed for these environments where a
robot can easily lose connection with the rest of the team [6]. Consequently, main-
taining network connectivity becomes an essential requirement to obtain sufficient
network capacity. In this context, signal strength measurements between nodes in
the network can be employed to manage communication links to ensure network con-
nectivity for each of mobile nodes. With the advancement of robotic network usage,
mobile robots appearing in the communication field want to cooperate in an ad hoc
manner without requiring any prior communication infrastructure. As a result, the
concept of controlled motion has arisen in robotic networks. The concept of con-
trolled motion is intrinsically tied to the capability of the nodes to move to favorable
positions for maintaining network connectivity [7]. Controlled motion is one proposed
solution to the link maintenance problem. The link maintenance problem concerns
repairing broken or failing links in the network while maintaining the task of rout-
ing messages. Although various routing protocols for wireless ad hoc networks have
been proposed, these protocols only consider message routing without control over
the node movement to maintain network links; also the route discovery phase in these
protocol schemes incurs communication latency in the network. In addition, most
routing protocols are developed to handle static networks, which require the protocol
to treat link maintenance and message routing as two separate problems. Traditional
routing protocols are concerned with discovering existing links in the network, con-
3
necting these links together to create communication paths, then choosing the best
path among the created communication paths. The routing protocols choose a best
path by minimize the path cost between two chosen nodes, which is the sum of the
cost of each link in the path. The routing protocols do not attempt to create new
links in the network, they only discover new links that might arise.
To unify message routing and link maintenance we are motivated to develop a new
class of routing and control protocol, by enhancing the existing routing protocols. We
modify and improve the performance of routing protocols by imposing link repair
as an alternative to the route discovery process and incorporating it into the cost
structure of selecting a route. We call this enhanced routing technique Meta-Routing,
because it integrates normal routing of packets and maintenance of physical links in
a mobile agent environment.
Like conventional routing protocols, Meta-Routing attempts to figure out the best
communication path between nodes by attributing path cost. However, Meta-Routing
computes path cost not only from the cost of each communication link as in conven-
tional routing, but includes the overhead costs of discovering and maintaining links.
For example, consider the network in figure 1.2. In this network, both nodes C
and D are moving; node C is moving out of range while node D tries to move within
the range of node C. However, node C can not know that node D is within its range
until it executes the discovery procedure, which incurs an overhead cost CRd with
likelihood of success, LRd as in Figure 1.2 (a). But the network can also move node B
to stay in range of C, which incurs overhead cost CMov with likelihood of success, LMov
as in Figure 1.2 (b). This simplest of examples illustrates both the opportunity of
Meta-Routing and the challenges of Meta-Routing. The opportunity of Meta-Routing
is obvious, as it is easy to invent scenarios in which the cost of movement is lower
4
than the cost of new link discovery or when no new links are present. The challenges
are in estimating the costs of these actions as well as the likelihood of success.
This dissertation not only introduces the concept of Meta-Routing, but also ad-
dresses the difficult challenge of estimating overhead costs and likelihoods. A simple
way to achieve this involves the estimation of gradients in the RF signal strength
measurements as a function of motion. But this dissertation also explores the much
more powerful technique of in-situ mapping of RF obstacles in the environment for
real-world scenarios. By mapping and predictively recognizing common primitive
types of RF obstacles, the estimation of cost is dramatically improved. In this dis-
sertation, the RF environment recognition method is employed to recognize hostile






Figure 1.2: (a)Node C moves out of range of node D (b) Node B moves within the
range of node C.
In summary, the following research work is for robotic network maintaining con-
nectivity while robots are executing tasks. A new routing mechanism is introduced
to improve the existing routing protocols - such as reactive, proactive and hybrid
protocols - which incorporates the route repair algorithm directly into the routing
protocol cost function as an alternative to the route discovery algorithm. In addition,
The controlled motion algorithm based on RF environment recognition method and




Routing protocols perform an extremely essential role in the implementation of
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Thus, routing is the process of discovering the
path with the lowest cost in a network along which to send information packets.
Routing protocols deal with finding existing communication links and placing these
links together to form a lower path cost. Due to the nature of MANETs, it is a
crucial task to find a path from the source node to the destination node to achieve
communication among a highly interconnected network of communicating nodes as
shown in Figure 1.3. Message routing protocols involve two activities: determining
optimal routing paths with lower costs and transferring data packets [8]. Message
routing protocols use a number of metrics to compute a lower path cost for routing
the packets to their destination. These metrics are standard measurements such as
the number of hops, speed of the path, packet loss, latency (delay), path reliability
and path bandwidth. Message routing algorithms use these metrics to determine the
optimal paths for transmitting packets to their destination.
1.2.1.1 Routing Problem
The routing problem arises when a node attempts to find an unknown path to
another node: not only is the path unknown, but the complexity of the path is also
unknown. For example, Figure 1.4 shows that node A attempts to connect to node
B, but the path between them is undefined, and the network between node A and
node B is unknown. In other words, not knowing the path between communicating









Figure 1.3: An interconnected network of communicating nodes.
1.2.2 Message Routing in ad hoc Networks
A wireless ad hoc network is a collection of mobile communication devices forming
a network without any supporting infrastructure. Mobile nodes in the communication
network must have the ability to discover nearby nodes. Due to the limited transmis-
sion range of wireless network nodes, multiple network hops may be used when one
node needs to exchange data with another across the network. MANETs are wireless
networks consisting of mobile nodes, which are characterized by their decentralized
organization and the high volatility of the network topology. Therefore, MANETs
are most suitable for applications with multi-robot systems. The USAR scenarios are
one example of such applications [9] as in Figure1.1. In these systems, the mobile




Figure 1.4: Node A cannot communicate directly to node B, but it might have an
indirect path.
1.2.3 Link Maintenance Problem
Link maintenance aims to preserve effective communication between a node and
its neighbors by varying their operational characteristics. For most cases in RF com-
munication, effective communication means that the signal to noise (S/N) ratio is
above some communication threshold. However, the bottom line is that the robot can
send messages to a neighbor. There are many reasons that cause changes in the S/N
ratio and lead to adjustment of a node’s operational characteristics. For example,
in a static cell phone network, the mobile phone can not move by itself, but it can
increase its output power to increase the S/N ratio to regain communication with
the base station. Another example, if it is raining, the mobile phone must increase
its output power to lift up the S/N ratio above some threshold to maintain commu-
nication with the base station. In addition, tuning the antenna either by changing
the direction of the antenna or manipulating the parameters characteristics of the
antenna will vary the operating characteristics of a node. In summary, the solutions
for a link maintenance problem in wireless networks are summarized as follows:
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1. Adjust the output power of a node (e.g. cellular phone network).
2. Adjust the antenna direction (e.g. NASA Deep Space Network).
3. Move an existing node to a position to recover signal.
4. Move a new node from the base station to a position to recover signal.
In our case with mobile robots if one robot moves too far from the base station
and causes a decreased S/N ratio, then we will instruct the robot to move to a
position in the transmission range to communicate with other robots or the base
station. Thus, the S/N ratio goes down below some threshold when the robot is too
far; consequently, the robot must move back into the communication signal coverage.
These are all examples of how the node can adjust its operating characteristics to
maintain link quality above the noise threshold. In this dissertation, we are going to
focus on the movement of robots throughout the environment while not adjusting the
output power, which is appropriated for static nodes.
1.2.4 Routing Protocol and Route Discovery Phase
Unlike most existing approaches in literature, we are working to combine both
problems, message routing and link maintenance, into one unified framework. A
prior student in our lab has developed a novel routing protocol called the LSP, but
we are also working on tasks, which are performed by robots. Hence, these tasks
require communications among mobile robots. Consequently, we have to work on
the link maintenance problem too. Conventionally, we have been working on both
problems independently. Because we are working on both problems simultaneously,
we have the knowledge that helps us to maintain and merge the two problems as
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one. In some scenarios, with the LSP if the battery dies in one node, the node
loses the communication completely. On the other hand, in static networks, like the
Internet, we only have to fix the node or the broken link. When facing a loss of
communication signals, most routing protocols start the discovery protocol phase.
The routing protocols try to find another node that might appear on the network.
Routing protocols always start to run node discovery phases, but it takes a long
time to discover a new node to keep the network connectivity; whereas, controlling
the movement of some nodes into a strong signal place to regain the communication
between nodes becomes more effective in some cases as shown in Figure 1.5(b). As
a result, it is, in some cases, quicker to move one node into a more optimal position
than to perform the route discovery phase to find another node in the network as
shown in Figure 1.5(c).
1.2.5 Controlled Motion of Mobile Nodes
Node controlled motion is a form of mobility where mobile nodes are moving
to favorable places in the field. Thus, the communication among network nodes is
regained or improved. In Figure 1.5 (a), two robots are moving. They want to talk
to each other, but as they move, they lose communication. Hence, robot 1 and robot
2 can not communicate any more with each other. Robot 1 can communicate with
the base station directly, but robot 2 no longer communicates with the base station.
To improve the communication again between the two robots, we have to perform
one of two steps. The first option is to move robot 1 or robot 2 back through a free
locomotion into some positions so that they can maintain communication between
each other and the base station directly as in Figure 1.5 (b). The second option is
to discover a new robot to act as a bridge between robots to regain communication.
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Therefore, another robot should be moving from the base station into place, so robot
3 is moved into a position that allows robot 2 to regain communication again with
the base station in Figure 1.5(c). That is how we can control the movement of robots






















Figure 1.5: Two robots are in (a) lost communication and in (b) move back to regain
communication in (c) communicated to the base station through a third robot.
Performing tasks and maintaining connectivity is problematic because it is a multi
objective optimization problem that we have to deal with simultaneously. The reason
these robots are moving is because they have some search objective. If it is a worthy
desire to keep the communication, then they will stay close to the base station. There-
fore, it is necessary to understand that what is driving the robots to move is the task.
Hence, they have other duties to perform simultaneously with the task; maintaining
the network, and exchanging data. Accordingly, robots have different objectives to
perform at the same time, and that is what makes the problem more complicated.
Thus, there is a reason for the robots to move, which is the task, and there is a reason
for them to create a network, which is to transmit information packets. Therefore, it
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is a balancing act to perform the task effectively when at the same time communi-
cating data and maintaining links. The link maintenance problem requires a balance
between the movement of the robots to maintain the links connectivity and their
movement to accomplish the tasks. This reason made the researchers traditionally
break the mentioned problems down into separate parts. They have been separating
them into the message routing problem and the link maintenance problem.
1.3 Dissertation Objectives and Contributions
Wired networks have many limitations with respect to the practical implementa-
tion of large networks due to the maintenance cost of the large infrastructures of the
network. Although wireless networks have enormous advantages over wired networks,
they have limitations due to the high cost of maintaining infrastructure. In critical
scenarios such as disasters, military attacks, floods and earthquakes, the network in-
frastructure may break down. To overcome these limitations, many researchers have
worked on mobile ad hoc networks, where the mobility of nodes is an essential char-
acteristic of MANETs. Other important features of this network type are the abilities
to interact with a sudden change of network topologies. Most routing protocols for
MANETs are designed to handle the routing message and link maintenance problems
independently. They use route discovery to find new nodes in the network when links
get broken. Route discovery often takes a long time in a practical medium based
approach where there is a conflict involved. There are many situations over low-level
protocols for which a self-mobile node can improve a network faster or at lower cost
than the traditional discovery process for new nodes. Based on this observation, we
have come up with the idea of combining self-mobile link maintenance with a tradi-
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tional routing protocol to obtain an optimal decision to create an effective reduction
of data delivery latency by including link repair as another tool in the routing proto-
col. The key point in this thesis is based on the fact that if self-mobile nodes exist in
the network, in some cases, it is faster to relocate a node rather than discovering an
unknown node.
The discovery phase in routing protocols is time-varying, consumes a large amount
of energy and bandwidth, and incurs latency that affects the network throughput. The
main observation from our work in protocols and RF mapping is that higher network
performance can be achieved from link repair rather than running a node discovery
phase in some cases. Motivated by this observation, we end up with the idea of
combining the self-mobile link maintenance with a normal routing protocol to make
it effective by reducing discovery latency, which in turn improves the throughput of
the network.
In this dissertation, the Meta-Routing protocol is presented as a new concept of
mobile robot and ad hoc network infrastructure management, which is not only intro-
duced as a packet routing scheme, but also as a new strategy of maintaining commu-
nication links. Therefore, the main contributions of this dissertation are summarized
as follows:
1. Meta-Routing, which incorporates link maintenance directly into the routing
protocols cost function as an alternative to route discovery for robust network
connectivity. The advantages of the integration help in achieving robust network
connectivity and minimizing the overhead cost results from different link main-
tenance methods. Meta-Routing aims to reduce the total path cost compared
to the standard routing protocols.
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2. Development of a novel RF environment recognition method (RF mapping) to
enhance route repair cost estimation and reduces overhead costs, which results
from other link maintenance methods.
3. The introduction of hypothesized nodes into the augmented connection graph
that implements a unified syntax of the message routing protocol and the link
maintenance mechanism that allows the overhead costs of routing to be merged
with the direct link costs of routing.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter two, the
related work in terms of routing protocols and maintaining connectivity is presented.
Chapter three discusses in detail the concept, insightful scenario, achievement, path
costs and the design of the Meta-Routing protocol. Chapter four presents the details of
node movements and the advantages of controlled mobility of nodes in Meta-Routing.
Chapter five presents and explains the gradient algorithm for node movement, dif-
ferent gradient scenarios, experimental results and the importance of gradient and
node movement based on RF classification. The Details of RF mapping or RF envi-
ronment recognition method for cost estimation improvement is presented in chapter
six. Chapter seven explains the details of the link maintenance based on the Hidden
Markov Model results. Chapter eight explains the robot controlled motion algorithm
for connectivity maintenance and discusses the cost estimate results of robot controlled
motion and route discovery methods. Finally chapter nine presents the conclusions,




Mobile ad hoc networks are used in many applications such as search and rescue
scenarios, where communication routes are multi-hop, and the network of robots
communicate via radio frequency. Routing protocols in mobile ad hoc networks are
a challenging concern. Traditionally, an ad hoc protocol is a convention or standard
that controls how to route information packets between nodes in a mobile ad hoc
network [10]. In the following sections, we will present some routing protocols in
more detail in terms of message routing, route discovery, and link maintenance.
2.1 Routing Protocols in MANETs
One of the fundamental challenges in the design of MANETs in a multi-hop en-
vironment is the design of dynamic routing protocols. These routing protocols can
efficiently build routes to deliver data packets between mobile nodes. They do that
with lowest communication overhead while ensuring high throughput and low end-to-
end delay. Many researchers proposed routing protocols for different types of wireless





















Figure 2.1: Categorization of mobile ad hoc routing protocols.
active and hybrid as in Figure 2.1. Routing protocols can also be classified as link
state protocols (LS) or distance-vector protocols (DV) [11]. LS routing protocols keep
a copy of the network topology and costs for all known network links. DV routing
protocols keep only information about next hops to adjacent neighbors and costs for
paths to all known destinations. LS routing protocols are more reliable, easier to
debug and consume less bandwidth than DV protocols [12]. LS protocols generate
larger routing overhead control than DV.
In the existing routing protocols for ad hoc networks, route discovery is represented
in a single network search, using some message flooding and referred as a single step
route discovery [13]. In this context route discovery is equivalent to perform a single
network search, therefore, the distinction between the route discovery algorithm and
the search process is not necessary. In general, the routing protocols for MANETs




Proactive protocols are also referred as table driven protocols. In these protocols,
each node preserves routing information to every other node in the communication
network. The routing information is usually kept in number of different routing
tables. These tables are periodically updated as a result of the changes in network
topology [15]. These protocols are different in ways to update, detect and store the
routing information. Some of these protocols are: destination sequenced distance
vectored (DSDV) [16], optimized link state routing(OLSR) [17], distributed Bellman-
Ford (DBF) [18], wireless routing protocol (WRP) and cluster head gateway switch
routing (CHGS) [19]. In this category, protocols such as DSDV and OLSR attempt to
preserve up to date routing information among any node pair in the network [20]. Each
mobile node is required to periodically discover and maintain routes to every possible
destination in the network. Periodic routing information updates and update results
from broken links are exchanged in proactive routing protocols. Periodic routing
information can result in a large routing control overhead in high mobility networks.
Thus, these protocols suffer from excessive routing control overhead. Therefore, these
routing protocols are not scalable in MANETs, which have limited bandwidth and
whose topologies are highly volatile.
2.1.1.1 DSDV Protocol
DSDV routing protocol is a proactive, table-driven routing protocol for mobile
ad hoc networks. DSDV uses the hop count as a metric in route selection. DSDV
is one of the most well known table-driven routing algorithms for MANETs [21]. In
DSDV, each mobile node preserves a routing table. The routing table contains a list





Destination         Next Hop               Number of Hops     Sequence Number
    A                          A                                    0                                A 45 
    B                          B                                    1                                B 35
    C                          B                                    2                               C 26
Figure 2.2: Three nodes run DSDV protocol and the routing table of node A.
generated by the destination node. The nodes transmit packets using stored routing
tables in each mobile node. Each node updates the routing table periodically or when
significant new information is available [22]. The node performs this to preserve the
consistency of the routing table with the dynamic topology changes in the network.
DSDV uses the sequence number to identify stale routes from new ones and thus avoid
loop formation. Therefore, the routing table update occurs both in time-driven and
event-driven process. The routing table update can be sent in two ways either a full
dump or an incremental update. In a full dump, the node sends the entire routing
table to the neighbors and spans several packets [21]. In an incremental update, the
entries of the routing table that has a metric change since the last update is sent, and
those entries must fit into a packet. If there is enough space in the incremental update
packet, then the entries whose sequence number has changed may be included in the
packet. When the network is stable, incremental update is sent to avoid additional
traffic. In a rapidly changing network, incremental packets can grow large. Therefore,
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full dumps will be more frequent [22]. For example, Figure 2.2 shows the routing table
of node A in this network [23]. The routing table contains details of all possible paths
node A can reach, the next hop, number of hops and sequence number.
One of the main purposes of DSDV is to address the looping problem of the
normal DV routing protocol and to make the DV routing more suitable for ad hoc
networks. However, DSDV arises route oscillation, which results from the criteria of
route updates. At the same time, DSDV does not solve the common problem of all
DV routing protocols, the unidirectional links problem [22].
2.1.2 Reactive Protocols
Reactive protocols are also referred as on-demand protocols, which are designed to
reduce communication overhead by maintaining information for active routes only, at
the expense of delays due to route discovery. This means that routes are determined
and maintained for the nodes that require data transmission to known destinations.
The route discovery is achieved by flooding a route request through the network.
Some examples of the reactive protocols are dynamic source routing (DSR) [24], the
temporary ordered routing algorithm (TORA) [25] and the ad hoc on demand distance
vector routing protocol (AODV) [26].
2.1.2.1 AODV Protocol
In the on-demand routing protocols, such AODV and DSR, routes are discovered
when they are needed. Each node maintains a route to a destination pair without the
use of periodic exchanges of routing table or knowledge of a whole network topology.
AODV combines the features of DSDV and DSR protocols [27]. However, AODV
maintains routes in a distribution fashion, as routing table entries. The AODV keeps
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routing table entries in the form of destination, next hop, and distance. AODV
incorporates timer-based routing table entries for a destination in each node [28].





















Figure 2.3: AODV route discovery.
In AODV routing, when a source node has data to transmit packet information to
a new destination node, it transmits a route request (RREQ) packet for that destina-
tion to its neighbors. The RREQ packet contains the address of the destination node,
sequence number of the destination node, broadcasting sequence number, sequence
number of the source node, and address of previous hop count. When an intermediate
node receives RREQ packet, if it has a route node in its routing table to the destina-
tion, it forwards route reply (RREP ) packet by reverse routing. The RREP contains
the address of the source node, address of the destination node, hop count and life
time of the link. The RREP is unicasted in hop by hop fashion to the source [29].
When the source receives the RREP , it records a new route in its routing table to the
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destination and begins sending packets as shown in Figure 2.3. If the source receives
multiple route replies, the route with the shortest hop count and highest destina-
tion number is chosen. The highest destination number means the latest information
about the destination route. If the source node does not receive any RREP packet
before the RREQ timer expires, it broadcasts a new RREQ with an increased time
to live (TTL) value. This technique called expanding ring search [30] continues until
either a RREP is received or a RREQ with the maximum TTL value is broadcasted.
Broadcasting a RREQ with the maximum TTL value is referred to as a network-wide
search since the RREQ is disseminated throughout the MANET. If a source performs
a network-wide search without receiving any corresponding RREP , it may try again
to find a route to the destination, up to a maximum of (RREQ−RETRIES) times
after which the session is aborted [29]. In case a link break is detected the node at the
upstream of the route broken would broadcast RERR, which contains the address
and sequence number of unreachable nodes to the neighbor nodes. As the route error
propagates towards the source, each intermediate node invalidates routes to unreach-
able destinations. When the source node receives the RERR, it invalidates the route
and reinitiates route discovery.
The limitation of AODV is that it generates a large number of control packets while
performing the route discovery in the regular AODV routing protocol, which increases
the congestion in the route. Thus, the routing overhead increases with the increase in
the number of control packets generated and effects the network bandwidth. Finally,
the delay in the transfer of packets increases.
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2.1.3 Hybrid Protocols
More recently, hybrid routing protocols have emerged to address more complicated
communication network situations. These protocols combine the merits of proactive
and reactive routing protocols with additional features such as reducing routing in-
formation. Protocols in this category are: The zone resolution protocol (ZRP) [31],
SHARP [32] and the locally selectable protocol (LSP) [2, 4].
2.1.3.1 ZRP Protocol
ZRP was the first hybrid routing protocol that combines a proactive and a reactive
routing protocol [31]. ZRP was proposed to minimize the control overhead caused by
proactive protocols and minimize the route discovery latency in reactive protocols.
ZRP defines a routing zone around each node that consists of k-neighborhood (e.g.
K=3). In ZRP, all nodes located in hop distance from a source node belongs to the
routing zone of that node. ZRP is formed by two sub-protocols. Firstly, a proactive
routing protocol called Intra-zone Routing Protocol (IARP), which is applied inside
routing zones. Secondly, a reactive routing protocol called Inter-zone Routing Protocol
(IERP), which is applied between routing zones, respectively. when a route to a
destination node is located in the local zone established from the proactive routing
table of the source node by IARP protocol, and if the source and destination are in the
same zone, then the packet can be delivered to the destination node immediately [33].
Most of the existing proactive routing protocols can be used efficiently as the IARP
protocol for ZRP protocol. For routes outside the local zone, route discovery occurs
reactively. The source node transmits a route request to all of its border nodes that
contain its own address, a unique sequence number and the destination node address.
Border nodes are nodes that represent the maximum number of hops away from the
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source node into the defined local zone [33]. The border nodes keep aware of their
local zone for the destination node. If the requested node is not a member of this local
zone, then the node inserts its address to the request packet and then it forwards the
packet to all its border nodes [34]. If the destination node is one member of the local
zone of the source node, the destination sends a route reply on the reverse path back
to the source node. The source node uses the path saved in the reply packet then it




















Figure 2.4: ZRP routing protocol.
Consider the simple network in Fig 2.4. The source node S has a packet to send
to the destination node X. The radius of the zone is r = 2. The source node uses the
routing table provided by the IARP protocol, to make sure that the destination node
is located in its routing zone. Since the destination zone is not in its local zone, a
route request packet is generated using IERP protocol. The request transmits to the
peripheral nodes (blue nodes in the figure). Each of these nodes searches its routing
table for the destination node information.
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In summary, in ZRP, the network zone radius must be configured by the admin-
istrator prior to deploying the network. The routing zone radius provides the per-
formance of the ZRP. As the mobility of nodes in ZRP increases, link formation and
breakage increase, and this make the preserved routing information invalid. Therefore,
control traffic consumes more time and bandwidth than the time and the bandwidth
consumed in data traffic. ZRP decreases the size of the proactive zone as mobility
and, correspondingly, the frequency of link-failures increase. ZRP dynamically takes
advantage of proactive discovery with a nodes local neighborhood and reactive discov-
ery between these neighborhoods. ZRP keeps the focus on interest areas by adjusting
the radius of the covered area. ZRP may have extra overhead results from adjusting
the zone radius size and handling of two different routing protocols simultaneously.
ZRP would be adequate as the size of mobile ad hoc networks becomes large. This
protocol tries to separate the control adaptation of the routing layer for different areas
and minimize packet overhead. However, they might not be appropriate small scale
sensor networks, such as wireless video sensor networks (WVSNs) for USAR.
2.1.3.2 LSP Routing Protocol
Locally selectable protocol is a hybrid routing protocol, whose main objective is
that it infrequently applies a proactive routing protocol to the global network in order
to periodically keep all routing information at the top level of the hierarchical network.
If a critical error on the path occurs during transmission, it uses a reactive protocol
to locally provide a solution to the path failure and to update the routing table on
demand [3]. By updating the global table infrequently and hierarchically, the LSP
routing protocol minimizes the overhead of tracking volatile links through irrelevant
changes. While by updating the local links opportunistically, the LSP minimizes
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the latency by keeping a reasonable search. The proactive routing protocol used
by LSP is the cluster head gateway switched routing protocol (CHGS). CHGS is a
hierarchical protocol which is chosen due to the capability of being into the Bluetooth
piconet structure as shown in Figure 2.5. Furthermore, the hierarchical nature of
the CHGS protocol reduces connection overhead, which is critical in highly volatile
network configurations. The reactive routing protocol in LSP is the AODV routing
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Figure 2.5: The cluster-head gateway switch (CHGS) routing protocol.
Cluster heads in CHGS maintain routing information for a group of in-range slave
nodes. As a result, the routing table generated by CHGS is smaller compared to
other proactive routing protocols such as DSDV. The reduced routing table only
contains routes information between the cluster heads and a list of slave nodes that
are associated with each cluster head. LSP utilizes the AODV routing protocol as
a locally reactive response to routing failures. When a failure in an effective route
occurs an alternate route, after consulting the proactive routing table, is chosen. If



























Figure 2.6: ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) routing protocol.
resumes. If no alternate route exists, AODV initiates route discovery to find a new
route to maintain transmission.
In summary LSP protocol has the following novel features:
1. The LSP combines the proactive and the reactive strategies to reduce latency
and achieve a short routing path for better network performance.
2. The LSP can be implemented on top of the Bluetooth MAC/transport layer due
to its high raw bandwidth.
3. The LSP is suitable for sparse, highly volatile wireless video sensor networks
(WVSNs) for small robots in USAR applications.
4. The LSP, with its marriage to the Bluetooth transport layer, fills the important
















Figure 2.7: (a) Flow chart of the LSP protocol (b) volatility, power consumption and
bandwidth of different networks.
2.1.4 Limitations of Existing ad hoc Routing Protocols
Most ad hoc protocols mentioned in previous sections do not have any control
of the node movement in the network or the potential for connectivity maintenance.
Proactive protocols preserve routing information to every other node in the network
to guarantee network connectivity. Maintaining large routing tables causes more
overhead in the network which leads to consumption of more bandwidth. Reactive
protocols perform route discovery to discover new nodes in the network to maintain
the network connectivity. Reactive protocols do not maintain routing information or
routing activity at the network nodes when there is no communication. The route
discovery in reactive protocols often causes latency in the network. The aforemen-
tioned types of protocols address message routing problems separate from the link
maintenance problems.
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2.2 Related Work in Maintaining Connectivity
In recent years, communication network properties such as connectivity and sig-
nal strength measurements have been used to maintain the quality of connectivity of
the network [35]. There is growing interests in developing robot networks that can
explore, discover and respond to the surrounding environments. The robotic network
should conduct its tasks while exploring the environment and maintaining network
communication to ensure the acquisition and delivery of the required data [36]. Mo-
bile robotic communication networks have evolved from a transmission medium of
data to smart sensor networks used to discover surrounding environments. Therefore,
properties such as received signal strength and maintaining connectivity are used to
maintain the quality of communication links as well as network communication. As a
result of this, there is some significant literature on maintaining network connectivity.
In [37], the authors incorporated radio signal strength information into the ex-
ploration algorithm by locally sampling the signal strength and estimating the 2-D
gradient. The authors determined the gradient of a mobile robot with respect to a
stationary signal source. In [38], the authors considered a scenario for exploiting the
2-D gradient within a cooperating sensor network to localize and navigate to a fixed
radio source. The authors in [37] and [38] determined the 2-D gradient where one
robot move with respect to a fixed signal source while we are considering the 4-D
gradient for two mobile robots.
In [39], the authors considered the scenario where a robot needs to maximize the
amount of information it sends to a base station as it moves along a predefined tra-
jectory. The authors proposed a probabilistic wireless channel assessment framework
to allow the robot to adapt its velocity, motion energy, and transmission power along
its trajectory. In [40], the authors focused on developing tools that allowed for online
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estimation and mapping of received radio signal strength. Specifically, they consid-
ered the simplest scenario where there is a base station at an unknown location and
the base station transmits to one or more mobile robots.
In [41], the authors’ approach entailed the automated construction of a radio map
for a partially known urban environment which can then be used to deploy a team of
robots and the corresponding control algorithm that will drive the team to achieve des-
ignated targets while maintaining satisfying communication link quality. The authors
proposed reactive controllers for link maintenance. These controllers can be combined
with the information collected from the radio signal strength maps. The reactive con-
trollers allow the robots to adapt to changes in actual signal strength. Therefore, their
approach uses radio connectivity maps for planning and low level reactive controllers
that respond to changes in actual signal strength. Although their reactive controller
acts as a scenario-independent support that allows for the deployment of a robot team
to any location and maintains the connectivity among robots, they did not address
the routing problem in conjunction with the link maintenance problem. Hence, they
tried to solve the problem of maintaining connectivity independently.
In [5], the authors conferred about the experimental justification of a distributed
algorithm that sustain the connectivity of a team of robots. The authors were certain
that the algorithm requires only limited local information and communication between
robots. They did this to determine additions or deletions of network links through
distributed consensus and market based auctions. Although the simulation and the
experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of the algorithm to guarantee
connectivity in a team of robots, the approach addresses the maintaining connectivity
problem independently; however, they did not address the routing problem. The
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authors of [42] suggested a distributed feedback control framework that imposes no
restriction on the network structure other than the desired connectivity specification.
In [43], a measure of local connectivity of a network is introduced that under certain
conditions is sufficient for global connectivity. Furthermore, Distributed repair for
adjacent neighbor links in stabilization development is addressed in [44]. To overcome
environment interference, the authors of [45] considered the problem of controlling
a team of robots to ensure end-to-end communication. The authors proposed two
different performance metrics, point-to-point signal strength and data throughput, to
observe the network connectivity of the system. Even ad hoc communication protocols
pose difficult challenges during multi-robot experimentation as in [46]. In [47], a
controllability framework for state-dependent dynamic graphs is developed while the
authors in [1] proposed a method for utilizing multi-path fading by controlling the
robot according to radio signal strength. In [48], the authors considered estimating
the distance variations of a wireless channel based on a small number of signal strength
measurements in a robotic network. Their work can be utilized for communication-
aware motion planning in robotic networks, where a prediction of the link qualities is
required.
The aforementioned connectivity conservation methods use methodologies, includ-
ing reactive controllers for link maintenance, distributed algorithm that preserves the
connectivity and artificial potential field. However, all of these treat the problem of
maintaining connectivity without taking the routing problems into consideration.
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2.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented an overview for mobile ad hoc routing protocols.
Routing is the process of selecting communication paths in a network along which
message packets are sent. In MANETs, mobile nodes communicate with each other
using multihop wireless links. There is no stationary infrastructure where each node in
the network performs as a router. Each node forwards received packets for other nodes.
An important challenge in the design of MANETs is the development of efficient
dynamic routing protocols. These protocols can efficiently find routes between the
communicating nodes. The routing protocol must be aware to a high degree of node
mobility that causes changes to the network topology drastically and unpredictably.
These protocols are classified as proactive, reactive, and hybrid routing protocols.
In proactive routing protocols, each node in the network has one or more routing
tables. These tables contain the latest information of the routes to any other node in
the network. Various table-driven protocols differ in how the information propagates
through all nodes in the network when the topology changes. The proactive routing
protocols maintain each and every node’s entries in the routing table. Therefore,
they are not suitable for larger networks. Maintaining large routing tables causes
more overhead in the network, which leads to an increase in the consumption of
more bandwidth. Reactive routing is also known as on-demand routing protocol.
Reactive protocols do not keep routing table information or routing activity at the
network nodes when there is no communication existing. If a node wants to send a
packet to another node, then this protocol searches for the route in an on-demand
manner and establishes the connection in order to transmit and receive the packet.
The route discovery occurs by flooding the route request packets throughout the
network. Hybrid routing protocols combine the advantages of proactive and reactive
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routing protocols by overcoming their shortcomings. All these protocol types react
to the message routing separate from the link connectivity problems that occur with
repairing or creating new links. In addition, we have presented a variety of literature






One of the most significant challenges in mobile ad hoc networks is the mainte-
nance of network infrastructure, especially in critical scenarios in which the normal
infrastructure may be damaged or unreliable, such as military attacks, flood, earth-
quake, etc. We also noted in mobile ad hoc networks that the mobility of nodes is
an important property that results in dynamical changes of network topologies [9].
As a result, the routing strategies in MANETs are essential for maintaining network
communication capacity. Many protocols for MANETs have been designed and de-
veloped to handle routing message and link maintenance problems. However, most of
the routing protocols treat these two problems separately. In these protocols, route
discovery is commonly used to discover new nodes in the network. They run route
discovery when existing links fail, which usually takes a long time in practice when
contentions are involved. Also, we have realized that if network nodes are mobile,
healing the network by node relocation is usually faster than discovering a new node.
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From the aforementioned motivations, challenges and facts, we propose the idea
of integrating the node link maintenance, which is a route repair, and the message
routing protocol problem. Therefore, our goal is to incorporate the controlled mo-
tion of mobile nodes into the routing protocol to repair links and maintain network
connectivity and to create what we call Meta-Routing protocol.
3.2 Meta-Routing Main Concept
Routing protocols are concerned with finding the best path to transmit the message
packets among nodes. The "best path" is determined by considering the cost of links
that establish a communication path and considerable research has been directed
toward improving estimates of the link costs. Network researchers consider message
routing of information packets separately from link maintenance process, which is the
idea of creating links and keeping these links. Meta-Routing combines the concept
of message routing of information packets, which is finding the lowest path cost, and
link maintenance, which is creating and improving paths (a path consists of links).
Therefore, Meta-Routing is the integration of logical message routing and physical
link maintenance for the overall goal: getting information packets from node A to
node B, (see Figure 3.1), at the lowest total cost.
A B
Figure 3.1: Two nodes transmit packets.
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Algorithmically, Meta-Routing takes existing methods of computing path cost
and augments them with the costs of overhead and maintenance to develop a more
comprehensive cost metric. Meta-Routing includes links cost, route discovery cost
and link tuning / adjustment cost as in Figure 3.2. Meta-Routing is applicable to the
entire gamut of link maintenance mechanisms available, including controlled motion
of nodes, transmit power adjustment, antenna pointing, and other forms of antenna
tuning that varies the operating characteristics of nodes. Regardless of the array of
maintenance options available, if the costs and likelihood of success can be quantified,
the mechanism can be incorporated into the paradigm.
Meta-Routing
-Minimum path cost     




-Find the best path
-Minimize path cost





Figure 3.2: Meta-Routing cost diagram.
3.2.1 Meta-Routing Insight
A very specific scenario involving of two crawler robots moving in an unknown
environment, communicating and exchanging messages packets provided the insight
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from which Meta-Routing was born (see Figure 3.3 (a)). While these robots are ex-
ploring an unknown environment and exchanging message packets, they approach a
Faraday cage-like obstacle. As they move forward, the communication signal strength
goes down until communication is lost. The robots can not communicate anymore
as a result of the RF obstacle effects on the communication signal as shown in Fig-
ure 3.3 (b).
Signal is attenuated (or lost)
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Two crawler robots in an unknown environment, robots are (a) maintain
signal (b) signal lost.
To reestablish communication between the two crawler robots, there are two
choices: discover a new node that might re-connect the route, or move existing nodes
to re-connect the route. The first choice is to discover a new node by the network
to act as a bridge between the two nodes that lost the communication. This action
requires performing the route discovery phase to find an intermediate node which acts
as a bridge as shown in Figure 3.4(a). In our work with LSP over Bluetooth [2], this
process costs up to 39 seconds in the simulation experiment as shown in Figure 3.5.






Figure 3.4: (a) Discovering a new node (b) controlling motion of an existing node.
to regain signal was significantly faster (lower cost). Therefore, physically moving the
nodes to regain the communication route is significantly lower cost than node discov-
ery, in this case! Furthermore, node discovery is highly uncertain. If no new node is
present, the cost is wasted.
3.3 Meta-Routing Achievement
Meta-Routing merges the concept of message routing, which is finding the best
path and link maintenance, which is creating and improving communication paths
(a path consists of links). Meta-Routing efficiently combines these two approaches
through an enhancement of the cost structure. The new cost includes both the direct
communication cost of the links, plus any overhead costs of establishing the existence
of those links.
Meta-routing is best illustrated when a link disappears somewhere in the middle











Node controlled movement  time Dicover  new node time
Seconds
Figure 3.5: Controlling motion of an existing node and discovering a new node cost
estimation comparison.
routing protocol thought is the best path, it is now broken. Therefore, there is a
subproblem; instead of going from node A to node B, it is going from node C to node
B. Therefore, the routing protocol does not know what the path is, and now we are
going to compute both the complete cost to that path (not only the individual links),
but also what is going to cost us to find a path or create a new path or strengthen
an existing path. Thus, this is what Meta-Routing is about. As a result, we are
not going to change the basic routing protocols; we could use proactive, reactive or
hybrid protocols. The point is we are going to show how we are going to integrate
link maintenance into a standard routing protocol.
One of the advantages of the Meta-Routing approach is that we are going to
include the cost of moving a node in the cost function of estimating the lowest total
path cost. Therefore, all links are strong enough to have a path from node A to node
C then to node B. The cost of strengthening links is related to the overhead cost of
the node movement, which takes time and energy to move the node. In summary,
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using node movement and computing the gradient while robots are moving, is one
way that lead to achieve the Meta-Routing protocol.
3.4 Routing Protocol Path Cost
The total communication cost of a path includes the sum of each link cost that
constitute the complete path from the source to the destination. Routing protocols
focus on the minimum cost of a communication path, which is the minimum cost
of links for that path. They had not taken the consideration of the overhead cost
results from route discovery latency of the new node in the communication network
when a link failed. Therefore, route discovery is about finding what communication
paths exist so that the lowest-cost path can be chosen. For example, when reactive
protocols are used, a source node usually starts a timer, TW , after sending out a
RREQ message, to wait for the RREPs messages [49]. The TW is the total latency
(overhead cost) results from route discovery, and it is summarized in the equation as
TW = (TReq + TRep) + TSL (3.1)
Where TReq is the time it takes for the first RREQ message to traverse from the
source node to the destination node; TRep is the time it takes for the first RREP
message to traverse from the destination node back to the source node; TSL is the
extra waiting time after receiving the first RREQ or RREP , namely, the soft latency.
For source selection reactive protocols, TSL happens at the source side, and after TRep;
for the destination selection reactive protocols, TSL happens at the destination side


























Figure 3.6: Routing protocol (a) request mechanism (b) reverse mechanism.
For example in Figure 3.6, if node 1 needs to communicate and forward a packet of
messages to node 8, then node 1 has to sent a request message RREQ to its neighbors
and then the neighbors transmit to other nodes until the source receives a response
messageRREP . Figure 3.6 shows the present set of links to make a connection to node
8. The set of links are (1, 2), (2, 6), (6, 8), (1, 3), (3, 5), (5, 7), (1, 4), (4, 5), (5, 7), (7, 8).
The set of paths available are path1, which is among nodes (1, 2, 6, 8), path2, which
is among nodes (1, 3, 5, 7, 8), and path3, which is among nodes (1, 4, 5, 7, 8). The cost
of path1 equals 2 + 1 + 3 = 6 and the number of hops are 3. The cost of path2
equals 1 + 2 + 3 + 5 = 11 and the number of hops are 4. The cost of path3 equals
1 + 1 + 3 + 5 = 10, and the number of hops are 4. Therefore, path1 is the best path
among the available paths in terms of number of hops and distance weights.
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3.5 Simple Meta-Routing Scenario
In Figure 3.7 (a), node A is communicating with node C. There are two possible
routes: A− B − C and A−D − B − C. The lower cost route is A− B − C. In this
scenario, we assume that node C wants to move to the right as the arrow indicates,
but node D is also moving in the direction of its arrow as shown in Figure 3.7 (a). As
a result of this movement, node C has moved out of range of node B, but node D has
moved into the range of node C; consequently, node C and node D can communicate
with each other but they don’t know it yet. (The link between nodes C and D is not
established until the link discovery protocol is initiated.) Furthermore, node B can







Figure 3.7: (a) Node C and node D are moving in the direction of the arrows (b)
Node C moves out of range of node B, but node D has moved in such a manner that
it is within range of node C.
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For this scenario, there are two possible solutions for maintaining communication
between the mobile nodes. First, when node C moves out of range of node B, node
B triggers the route discovery algorithm to find a new link to node C, and this is
what traditional routing protocols do. Therefore, node B can communicate to node C
through node D because node D and node C are within range and can communicate
with each other as shown in Figure 3.8 (a). Second, node B can be moved along with
node C (at half speed), so node B will remain in range of nodes A and C and then
maintain links as shown in Figure 3.8 (b). This is exactly what link maintenance does







Figure 3.8: (a) Node D is in range of node C (b) Node B moves toward node C.
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3.6 Meta-Routing and the Conventional Routing
Paradigm
Traditional routing protocols find paths (a series of links) in a connection graph,
then they choose the lowest cost path along which to send information packets. Tra-
ditional routing protocols trigger an automatic route discovery when there is not a
direct path to the destination as shown in Figure 3.8 (a). In Meta-Routing protocol,
we are going to augment the graph with hypothesized nodes, and that will be our
trigger to find paths in the augmented graph and compute the cost function for each
path. Hypothesized nodes augmented in a graph are shown in Figure 3.9, where φD







Figure 3.9: Meta-Routing augmented graph with hypothesized nodes,φB and φD.
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3.7 Meta-Routing Protocol Path Cost
Figure 3.9 results from augmenting two hypothesized nodes φB and φD, which
are virtual nodes, into the traditional routing protocol graph of Figure 3.7. The
resulting graph in Figure 3.9 represents the Meta-Routing augmented graph, where
φD represents the route discovery hypothesized node (virtual node), which results from
running the route discovery algorithm by node B to communicate with node C, and φB
represents the controlled motion hypothesized node (virtual node), which results from
moving node B to the position shown in Figure 3.9, so that node B can communicate
with node A and C. Because both nodes φB and φD are hypothesized, they are
uncertain. Hence, it is appropriate to consider their likelihoods of success of route
discovery LRd and controlled motion LMov. Meta-Routing protocol total path cost
represents the sum of the message routing protocol cost, which is the minimum links
cost of a communication path (CLs), and the link maintenance path cost, which is the
minimum overhead cost to find the path (COh). In fact, Meta-Routing estimates the
overhead cost of the route discovery (CRd) and the overhead cost of node movement
(CMov). Meta-Routing chooses the best total cost estimate, which represents the
lowest total path cost. In case that the lowest overhead cost estimate is the cost
of node movement, Meta-Routing uses the controlled motion algorithm when signal
strength goes below some threshold and a link failure occurs. The controlled motion
algorithm moves communicating nodes in the field to a favorable position to regain
a strong communication signal. The controlled motion algorithm performs this to
reduce the overhead cost that results from route discovery. Thus, the total path cost
(CTmeta) is the sum of the node movement cost, which is the time and energy costs to
move a node and the minimum links cost (communication cost), which is the shortest
path or a path with less hop count number. On the other hand, when the node
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movement cost is higher than the discovery cost of a new node, Meta-Routing total
path cost will be the sum of the minimum communication links cost and the route
discovery cost. Therefore, Meta-Routing lowest total path cost is the sum of minimum
communication cost of links and the minimum overhead cost as in Equation 3.2.
CTmeta = ΣCLs + ΣCOh (3.2)
The graph in Figure 3.9 shows two hypothesized nodes to create links from node
A to node C, which is φB, and from node B to node C, which is φD. Traditional
protocols trigger route discovery automatically when a link failure occurs. On the
other hand, Meta-Routing goes to hypothesis mode to trigger the optimal cost choice
based on the cost function and likelihood of success for discovery, LRd or likelihood of
success for movement, LMov. According to this, two hypotheses are discussed below.
3.7.1 First Hypothesis H1 : Link Discovery
In Figure 3.10, a hypothesized node φD is inserted between node B and node C.
Therefore, the cost change of the link between node A and node B, ∆CAB, is equal
to 0 because node B does not move. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
communication cost between the hypothesized node φD and node C is equal to 1. As
a result, the Meta-Routing total cost of the first hypothesis H1 is given by Equation
3.3.
CTmeta(H1) = CAB + ∆CAB + CBφD + CφDC + CRd (3.3)
Where CAB is the communication cost between node A and node B, ∆CAB = 0,
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Figure 3.10: Hypothesized path for route Discovery.
the communication cost between hypothesized node φD and node C and the overhead
cost, which is the route discovery cost, CRd. CRd is the overhead cost that node B
takes to discover the hypothesized node φD.
To ensure that node B can find another node when it runs the route discovery
process, we need to compute the likelihood of success, LRd, and then divide the route
discovery overhead cost by the LRd; and that is a way to normalize that cost, because
we do not know that node B is going to find another node. Therefore, the Equation
3.3 is enhanced as in Equation 3.4.
CTmeta(H1) = CAB + ∆CAB + CBφD + CφDC + CRd/LRd (3.4)
3.7.2 Second Hypothesis H2 : Controlled Motion
In Figure 3.11, a hypothesized node φB is moved between node A and node C.
Therefore, the cost change of the link between node A and hypothesized node φB,
∆CAφB , is not equal to 0 because node B moves. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the communication cost between the hypothesized node φB and node C
is equal to 1. As a result, the Meta-Routing total cost of the second hypothesis H2 is






Figure 3.11: Hypothesized path for controlled motion of a node.
CTmeta(H2) = CAφB + ∆CAφB + CφBC + CMov (3.5)
Where CAφB is the communication cost between node A and node φB, ∆CAφB
is the cost change between node A and node φB , CφBC is the communication cost
between hypothesized node φB and node C, and the overhead cost, which is the
movement cost, CMov. CMov is the overhead cost that node B takes to move to the
position of the hypothesized node φB.
We have to compute the likelihood of success, LMov, when we control node B
movement so that it will move in the right direction and not lose a connection with
node A. In fact, there are some likelihoods of success to guarantee link repair when
we move node B, so we have to consider the LMov. Therefore, we divide overhead
cost of movement by likelihood of success, LMov, to normalize the cost. Consequently,
Equation 3.5 is enhanced as in Equation 3.6.
CTmeta(H2) = CAφB + ∆CAφB + CφBC + CMov/LMov (3.6)
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In summary, after computing CTmeta(H1) and CTmeta(H2), Meta-Routing will choose
the lowest total cost and decide whether to control the movement of a node to repair
a link or discover a new node to maintain the network connectivity.
3.7.3 Meta-routing Hypothesis Generation
The novelty of Meta-Routing is in creating hypothesized graphs. Therefore, Meta-
Routing is about hypothesizing new graphs and then applying the traditional routing
protocols to the hypothesized graphs to choose the lowest path cost. Thus, Meta-
Routing injects new hypothesized nodes to the graph to create different communica-
tion paths. The hypothesized node could represent discovering a route, increasing the
power, tuning an antenna or moving a node as shown in Figure 3.12. Consequently,

















-Move a node, 
-Antenna Direction
- Adjust power 
-Move a node, 
-Adjust power 
Figure 3.12: Meta-routing hypothesis generation graph.
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3.8 Design the Meta-Routing Protocol
The first proposed research is the design of Meta-Routing protocol. The Meta-
Routing combines routing protocol strategies such as proactive, reactive and hybrid,
and link maintenance approaches. One of its features is the ability of node controlled
motion for achieving network connectivity maintenance. We believe that higher net-
work performance can be achieved from the combination of routing protocol and link
repair rather than running the node discovery phase. Motivated by this expectation,
we propose the idea of combining the node controlled motion-based link maintenance
with the routing protocol to achieve more effective connectivity and improve the net-
work performance. We intended to incorporate link maintenance into the routing









Figure 3.13: The block diagram of Meta-Routing protocol for mobile ad hoc network.
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In a normal network situation, the Meta-Routing works and acts as a traditional
routing protocol. Therefore, it infrequently applies a message routing protocol to the
local network in order to transmit packet messages between nodes in the commu-
nication network. Meta-Routing computes the route repair and the route discovery
cost functions and the likelihood of success for route repair and route discovery, for
achieving robust network connectivity and minimizing the path overhead cost. The
Meta-Routing protocol triggers the hypothesis generation process when a critical er-
ror occurs on the communication path during message transmission and computes the
cost function. Meta-Routing runs the route repair algorithm or the route discovery
algorithm to maintain the network connectivity. It decides the route discovery or the
route repair algorithm based on the estimated total path cost produced by the cost
function and the likelihood of success for route repair, LMov and route discovery, LRd.
The Meta-Routing protocol will perform the route repair algorithm for link main-
tenance if the total path cost to repair a broken link is lower than the total path cost
to discover a route, and the LMov is higher than that of route discovery. Otherwise,
Meta-routing performs the route discovery process. In summary, estimating the cost
function and the likelihood of success are extremely essential to decide whether the
route repair or the route discovery algorithm will be executed. Figure 3.14 shows the
flowchart for the Meta-Routing protocol.
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Figure 3.14: The flowchart of the proposed Meta-Routing protocol.
3.9 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a new routing mechanism called Meta-Routing.
Meta-Routing integrates the normal routing of message packets and the maintenance
of physical links in a mobile network environment. Meta-Routing takes existing meth-
ods of computing communication path costs and augments them with the costs of over-
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head and maintenance to develop a more comprehensive cost metric. Meta-Routing
is applicable to the entire types of link maintenance mechanisms available, includ-
ing controlled motion of nodes, transmit power adjustment, antenna pointing, and
other forms of antenna tuning that varies the operating characteristics of nodes. Re-
gardless of the array of maintenance options available, if the communication costs
and likelihood of success can be quantified, the mechanism can be incorporated into
the Meta-Routing paradigm. Normally, conventional routing protocols find paths in
a graph. They trigger an automatic route discovery when there is no path to the
destination. On the other side, Meta-Routing protocol augments the routing graph
with hypothesized nodes to create different hypothesized paths. Afterwards, Meta-
Routing computes the cost function and likelihood of success for each hypothesized
path. Meta-Routing triggers the lowest path cost according to the computed cost
function and likelihood of success of each path. Therefore, the Meta-Routing total
path cost is the sum of minimum communication cost of links and the minimum
overhead cost. The novelty of Meta-Routing is in creating hypothesized graphs. Con-
sequently, Meta-Routing is about hypothesizing new graphs and then applying the




In the recent past, numerous works studied the effects of mobility in ad hoc net-
works. Often, a device’s mobility has been regarded as having a negative impact that
causes link failure, disconnections, and high network latency. Movement of nodes
can potentially be used to improve performance of the network. Nowadays the con-
cept of controlled node motion has emerged. The controlled node motion is intended
as a new network dimension allowing to drive nodes to a favorable position in the
field. It does this in order to achieve some common objectives and maintain network
connectivity. In our dissertation, Meta-Routing relies on controlled node motion in
order to increase the communication links quality and maximize the broken commu-
nication links. Meta-Routing performs controlled node motion and move nodes to
proper coverage positions to reduce the total path cost by computing the cost func-
tion and likelihood of success of the path resulted from the movement. Therefore,
Meta-Routing challenges to minimize the overhead cost, which effects the total path
cost between communicating nodes.
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4.1 Details of Movements in Meta-Routing
The combination of controlled node motion with wireless networks greatly expands
the application space of both robots and distributed wireless sensor networks; such
an extensive system can enable seamless integration between the digital and physical
worlds. However, there are a number of issues in both robotic and wireless sensor net-
work fields that need research, and their integration generates additional challenges.
A mobile ad hoc network is a self configuring network of mobile nodes connected by
wireless links that generates an arbitrary topology. In fact, technical devices, such as
mobile robots, can facilitate personal assistance. A mobile robot requires a sensing
system in order to control the path of movement and the surrounding environment.
The robot can be equipped with sensors for detecting distances and obstacles. The
nodes are free to move randomly. Thus, the network’s wireless topology may be un-
predictable and may change rapidly. Minimal configuration, rapid deployment and
lack of a central governing authority make ad hoc networks, suitable for emergency
situations such as natural disasters, military conflicts, etc. [50]. MANETs are used
in various applications with high volatility and node configuration. Varying robots’
characteristics and mobility has a significant impact on the performance of the rout-
ing protocols such as DSDV and AODV. The performance of any wireless protocol
depends on the duration time of interconnections between any two nodes transmitting
information packets. It also depends on the duration time of interconnections among
nodes of a data path containing n number of nodes [50]. The nodes’ mobility affects
the average number of connected paths, which in turn affects the routing protocol
performance.
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4.2 Advantages of Node Controlled Motion
The network elements of robotic sensor networks are strongly tied to the sur-
rounding physical environment. The robotic nodes’ resource requirements change
dynamically as the environment changes in space and time [52]. It is useful to adjust
physically the configuration of the network nodes at run time to adjust to the exter-
nal effects. Therefore, physical reconfiguration through controlled and coordinated
nodes movement should improve the network performance. Traditional applications
have considered node mobility as a source of an extra overhead for which the network
must adapt, possibly at a loss of performance. Even when mobility has been con-
sidered useful for the network, control over mobility is assumed to stay outside the
network [52]. The network protocols in those cases are affecting nodes mobility. The
advantages of node controlled motion are summarized as follows:
4.2.1 Network Topology Adaptation
Controlled node Mobility provides a level of control on the network topology which
is difficult to emulate using other mechanisms. This gives us the following advantages:
Run Time Adaptation: The evolution of the environment changes the sensor
data generation and the resultant traffic patterns in the network over time. Adjusting
protocol parameters such as coding rates or initiating new routes along the existing
topology may not allow the network to meet the new traffic requirements. Physical
mobility control of nodes is required, in these situations, to adapt to the run time
dynamics of network topology changes as a result of environment changes [52].
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Robot Deployment: Initial deployment becomes a difficult problem to solve. A
priori knowledge of the external environment where the robotic network is being
deployed is necessary. A priori knowledge is typically unavailable and can be learned
over a period of time. Additionally, an optimal physical topology is difficult to create
at the time of robot deployment [52]. However, controlled node motion can drive
robots to favorable positions that help them maintain there connectivity.
4.2.2 Network Capacity Improvement
Controlled mobility leads to increased traffic capacity. Controlled mobility can
achieve the capacity increase for arbitrary and finite network topologies, which effect,
the following:
Channel Capacity: The data carrying capacity of a wireless network which in-
creases when node control mobility is used. With controlled mobility, data capacity
increases even with bounded delay [52].
Energy Capacity : The energy capacity of the network can be improved in certain
situations where mobile elements can be used to aggregate data from several nodes and
hence carry a sufficiently large amount of data to offset the energy cost of physically
moving the node [52].
4.3 Movement in Meta-Routing
One important goal of Meta-Routing is to repair failed or broken links in an adverse
environment. In fact, there is a variety of locations that will satisfy the criteria of a
good quality link. Robots do not necessarily know where they are, nor know when
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they last had a strong link signal. Therefore, Robots could just go back to a known
location, however, it is problematic, because this requires having an accurate location.
Robots need to know exactly where that place was and where they are now, which
could mean that there may have been an error as they moved along. Therefore,
moving robots back is harder than it sounds because of air propagation and incidents
where robots do not know where they were, and they do not know where they are
now. Robots tried to move back to a wrong position from another wrong position
and may be getting further away from the correct position. In fact, there is a work
from Gini [53] that demonstrates that the random walk is often better than moving
back due to the uncertainty of where back is, and so moving in the reverse direction
is one option, but it is sometimes dangerous.
  
Figure 4.1: Different movement modes.
Meta-Routing uses movement back through a free locomotion when the robots
signal strength goes down, and the robots start to lose communication signal. In
typical scenarios, the robot would take the shortest straight line path to reach the
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destination. However, this leads to unsuitable signal strength gradient estimates
because the sampling locations cannot be co-linear. Therefore, rather than travel
in straight line trajectories, the robot introduces gentle oscillations to its path (see
Figure 4.1). This makes the gradient estimate more powerful than traveling in a
straight line at the cost of greater distance traveled.
4.4 Meta-Routing based on Link Maintenance
Meta-routing protocol can be used for variety of wireless communication link main-
tenance options such as discovering a new route, tuning an antenna or controlling node
movement. Despite of the array of link maintenance options available for wireless com-
munication, if the communication costs and likelihood of success can be quantified,
the mechanism can be incorporated into the Meta-Routing mechanism. Traditionally,
conventional routing protocols generate an automatic route discovery when there is
no path to the destination. Meta-Routing protocol augments hypothesized nodes into
the routing graph, and it triggers the lowest cost path in the augmented graph by
computing the cost function and likelihood of success for each path.
In this dissertation, we will focus on controlled motion of mobile nodes in ex-
perimental fields. Therefore, Meta-routing protocol uses controlled node motion as
one option to achieve link maintenance to maintain network connectivity while the
network performs assigned tasks in a harsh environment. The controlled motion of
the mobile robots is achieved by driving the robots to favorable link positions where
they can maintain their connectivity. Therefore, this will lead us to develop a routing
control mechanism to control the node movement. This control mechanism requires
the knowledge about the direction of where the node should move while it is performs
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it task. One way to achieve this is to use gradient descent method. The gradient
method is used to determine the direction of movement of the mobile node in the
field towards the strongest RF signal strength to maintain the network connectivity
(detailed in the next chapters).
To reduce the total path cost estimate, the node controlled motion algorithm
should utilize the knowledge that is learned from the RF environment recognition
based on the RF signal strength measurements. Therefore, this will guide us to
explore the relationship between different known RF obstacle types and their impact
on RF signal strength measurements for the overall goal, which is minimizing the the
Meta-Routing total path cost. The information learned from the RF environment
could be employed as the features for identifying the RF obstacle type, size and the
resulting RF environment. Once the robot identifies the RF environment type and
size, the node controlled motion algorithm will drive the robot towards a favorable
position predicted by the RF environment recognition method. Then, by applying the
gradient method, which is used to extract the multi-dimensional gradient of the RF
signals, a decision is made on the direction and control of the robots’ motion (detailed
in the next chapter). The main steps of the node controlled motion algorithm can be
summarized as
1. Move robots to a favorable position in the field where they can gain strong RF
signal strength to maintain their network connectivity.
2. Apply the gradient descent method to make a decision on the direction of the
robot motion in the experimental field.
3. Utilize the knowledge learned from RF environment recognition method, to
identify the RF obstacle type and size.
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As mentioned in this chapter, robots will move back through a free locomotion
when the signal strength goes below some threshold and a communication error occurs.
The details of gradient method that used to drive robots to the strongest signal
strength are discussed in details, in chapter five. The RF environment recognition
method (RF mapping) that used to identify different RF obstacle types and sizes is
detailed in chapters six and seven. Finally, chapter eight connects node movement,
RF mapping, and gradient descent method into a controlled node motion algorithm
to achieve Meta- Routing protocol for the overall goal minimizing the total path cost
through minimizing the overhead cost to maintain this path.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the effects of node mobility in the robotic
networks. The mobility of robots in the network has been regarded as a negative
impact that causes link failure and poor network connectivity. However, mobility of
robots can be used to improve the network performance. With the growth of robotic
networks, the node motion control emerges, which drives robots to strong positions
in the field to maintain connectivity. The mobile nodes in ad hoc are free to move
through a free locomotion and randomly. Thus, the network wireless topology may
be unpredictable and may change rapidly. As a result, varying nodes’ mobility has a
significant impact on the performance of the routing protocol. The nodes’ mobility
affects the average number of connected paths, which is in turn affect the routing
protocol performance. In Meta-Routing, we chose the freeway movement back through
a free locomotion when the robots’ signal strength goes down, and the robots start
to lose communication signal. The robots introduce gentle oscillation to their paths
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to compute the gradient rather than moving in straight lines. Meta-Routing relies
on node controlled movement in order to minimize the total path cost, increase the
communication links quality and maximize the broken communication links. Meta-
Routing achieves lowest total path cost based on the computation of the cost function
and likelihood of success of a path in the augmented hypothesized graph.
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Chapter 5
Gradient Descent for Intelligent
Controlled Motion
An important part of Meta-Routing is the ability to move in an intelligent fashion
that actually maintains the communication links. No assumption is made, initially, on
the locations of RF obstacles or RF "dead zones." Planned motions must be inferred
from RF signal strength measurements.
5.1 Gradient Descent
The gradient of a scalar field is a vector field that points in the direction of the
greatest rate of increase of the scalar field, and whose magnitude is that rate of increase
[54]. Simply, the variation in space of any quantity can be represented graphically
by a slope [54]. The gradient represents the steepness and direction of that slope.
Gradient descent is popular for most extensive optimization problems because it is
easy to implement, and each iteration is reduced. Its major drawback is that it can
take a long time to converge [55]. In the other hand, hill climbing is an approach that
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analogous to steepest descent, which used for large discrete problems, where the space
of states is involving combinations [55]. Even though the name of the approach is hill
climbing, but it can be applied to either minimization or maximization problems. Hill
climbing attempts to maximize or minimize a target function f(x), where x is a vector
of continuous and/or discrete values. At each iteration, hill climbing will customize
a single element in x and determine whether the change improves the value of f(x)
(Note that this differs from gradient descent methods, which adjust all of the values
in x at each iteration according to the gradient of the hill) [56].
5.2 Online Computation of the RF Signal Gradient
In this work, a simple gradient approach is used. Therefore, the gradient descent
is used to reduce the error on the signal strength because the robots estimate the
signal strength gradient while they are moving. The gradient descent method helps
to achieve Meta-Routing protocol. The gradient method is applied in a way that helps
in minimizing the total path cost function, and increasing the likelihood of success of
controlling the direction and the robots’ motion.
In the gradient estimation experiments, a simple scenario was started where two
mobile robots transmitted and received RF signals, respectively. The sensor measures
RF signal strength at the receiver location. The two robots were separated by distance
d along the x-direction as shown in Figure 6.1 (b). The signal strength S(j)l (k) at
time k for the lth trajectory in the presence of RF obstacle type j can be measured
according to Equation 6.2 as defined in section 6.2.
The multi-dimensional gradient of the RF signal strength measurements is es-














Figure 5.1: Step wise trajectory of two robots as transmitter and receiver.
robots’ movements to maintain the network connectivity. The gradient process has
a significant impact on the performance of the Meta-Routing protocol. Gradient
method allows the robot to move in the direction of the strong RF signal strength;
consequently, it affects the cost function of computing the total lowest path. On the
same time, the likelihood of success, LMov to move robots in the direction of com-
munication coverage, becomes high. Therefore, gradient descent method affects the
overhead cost, CMov, which is a part of the total path cost of Meta-Routing proto-
col. Thus, robots will move to strong signal positions for maintaining communication
instead of hitting random directions to maintain their connectivity. In summary, gra-
dient method has a significant impact on CMov and LMov, which affects the overhead
cost, and eventually affects the total path cost of Meta-Routing.
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5.3 Gradient Descent Formulation
As the robots move in the RF environment with line of sight between each other,
the signal strength S(j)l (k) remains stable. However, if a conductive RF obstacle
appears in the experiment field, the S(j)l (k) is subject to change as the robots move
around the RF obstacle.
In this scenario, the RF signal strength measurements, S(j)l (k), resulted from the
two moving robots are measured and recorded for each (x(i)k , y
(i)
k ), i = 1, 2 at time
k. We then extract the gradient vector of the RF signal strength corresponding to
known trajectories. The gradient vector of the signal strength at time k for the lth





























We compute the signal strength gradient using the trajectories as shown in Fig-





k ) at time k, respectively. If only one robot moves at a time and the other
stays still, the gradient can be calculated using the following method. Figure 5.1 shows
the step wise trajectories of the two robots for calculating the gradient vector. During










































l (k + 1)− S(j)l (k)
∆x (5.2)
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l (k + 2)− S(j)l (k + 1)
∆x
(5.3)











































l (k + 3)− S(j)l (k + 2)
∆y
(5.4)











































l (k + 4)− S(j)l (k + 3)
∆y
(5.5)
5.4 Various Gradient Scenarios
As can be seen in Figure 5.2, when the two robots hold the line of sight between
each other, their receiving signal strength is strong enough for communication, which
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Figure 5.2: Two robots move in the experiment field, with one trapped in the cage.
is indicated by yellow boxes, and their gradient directions point towards each to the
direction of a strong RF signal, which is indicated by arrows. However, when one of
the robots is trapped inside the cage, the signal strength magnitude become small and
the gradient is less effective, which is indicated by green boxes and arrows. The small
movement of the robot which is the outside of the cage do not result in a noticeable
increase of the signal strength. However, small movement of the trapped robot results
in a significant increase of the signal strength once it leaves the cage as can be noticed
in Figure 5.2. In Figure 5.3, the robot moves extremely close to the cage in a step
wise trajectory while the other robot stands still on the left side of the cage. In the
presence of the line of sight between the two robots the gradient points in the direction
of the strongest signal strength of the other robot. However, the gradient is subject
to scatter when the RF obstacle blocks the two robots.
Figure 5.4 shows the signal strength gradient direction, and the signal strength
magnitude for the scenario when one robot is close to one corner of the cage while the
other one moves in a stepwise trajectory around the cage. Similarly, as the previous
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Figure 5.3: The left robot stays still and the right robot moves in stepwise trajectory.
example the gradient points toward the other robot when there is a line of sight, and
it is subject to scatter as the robots are separated by RF obstacle. The impression
from Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 shows that gradient directions can lead the robots to
the favorable positions to maintain their connectivity. Consequently, the total path
cost of Meta-routing protocol will be effected positively as the communication cost
function goes down and the likelihood of success to repair a link goes high.
Figure 5.5 shows a scenario where two robots move in parallel taking turns along
different trajectories around the cage. The robot at the left side moves two segments
in a step wise trajectory, one segment in x-direction and the other one in y-direction
while the other robot stands still. Then, the robot who was standing still moves one
segment in y-direction along a straight line trajectory and this process repeated along
each trajectory in the experiment field. In this experiment, the gradient is calculated
for the right robot according to Equations 5.2 and 5.4. The gradient directions and
magnitudes of the signal strength are shown at each robot position. This confirms that
the gradients are helpful in finding favorable locations to maintain RF links between
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Figure 5.4: The right robot stays still and the right robot moves in stepwise trajectory.
robots. Consequently, this will help the Meta-Routing protocol to reduce the total
overhead cost results from the node movement and increases the likelihood of success
to repair a broken link while achieving assigned tasks.
5.5 Gradient Algorithm Experimental Results
The gradient algorithm works on an experimental field area as shown in Figure 5.6.
The area or the configuration space of the robots is divided into grids as explained in
section 6.2. As shown in Figure 5.6, two robots move in the area defined by the yellow
grids, measure the signal strength, and compute the gradient for any two points in
the field for both moving robots. A database was established, which contains the
robots positions, RF signal strength measurements, and gradient computation results
for each time k. The flowchart of the gradient algorithm is shown in Figure 5.7. The
algorithm starts by picking the x(1)0 , y
(1)





of robot 2. The algorithm seeks its database for the robots position coordinates. If the
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Figure 5.5: Two robots move at the two sides of the cage.
robots positions are found in the database, then the algorithm checks the measured
signal strength between the two positions of the robots. If signal strength power
is above some threshold, then the two robots must move according to their normal
velocity. Otherwise, each robot computes its gradient. The robot with higher gradient
should proceed first in the direction of its gradient direction.
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Figure 5.6: Configuration space of Two robots.
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Figure 5.7: Gradient algorithm flowchart.
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The gradient algorithm is used for various scenarios, to verify its performance and
success in driving robots towards favorable positions in the experimental field. In
the first scenario, Figure 5.8 shows two robots’ trajectories, where robot 1 starts at
x
(1)
0 = 20, y
(1)
0 = 11, and robot 2 starts at x
(2)
0 = 38, y
(2)
0 = 14 both at time k = 0 in
the experiment field. The gradient algorithm drives the robots through trajectories
that avoid the RF obstacle shadow and maintain their connectivity. In the second
scenario, Figure 5.9 shows at time k = 0 two trajectories, where robot 1 starts at
(x(1)0 = 17, y
(1)
0 = 15), at the entrance of the cage obstacle and robot 2 starts at
(x(2)0 = 38, y
(2)
0 = 15), on the right side of the obstacle. Both trajectories show that
the gradient algorithm can assist the robots to approach each other to avoid the effect
of the RF obstacle and maintain the robots’ connectivity. Consequently, this will
help minimize the Meta-Routing overhead cost, CMov, and maximize the LMov by
controlling the direction of robots’ movement in the robots configuration space.










































R1 starts at ( 20 , 11 )
R2 starts at ( 38 , 14 )
Destination R1 R2








































    
    
    
    
    
    




Figure 5.8: Robots start at x(1)0 = 20, y
(1)
0 = 11 and x
(2)
0 = 38, y
(2)
0 = 14 at time k=0.
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R1 starts at ( 17 , 15 )
R2 starts at ( 38 , 15 )
Destination R1 R2





    
    
    
    
    
    





Figure 5.9: Robots start at x0(1) = 17, y(1)0 = 15 and x
(2)
0 = 38, y
(2)
0 = 15 at time k=0.

































R1 starts at ( 22 , 17 )
R2 starts at ( 40 , 23 )
Destination R1 R2

















































    
    
    
    




Figure 5.10: Robots start at x(1)0 = 22, y
(1)
0 = 17 and x
(2)
0 = 40, y
(2)
0 = 23 at time k=0.
The scenario in Figure 5.10 shows two robots’ trajectories where robot 1 starts at
x
(1)
0 = 22, y
(1)
0 = 17 and robot 2 starts at x
(2)
0 = 40, y
(2)
0 = 23 at time k = 0. This
experiment illustrates how the algorithm performs when robot 1 faces the RF obstacle
and robot 2 moves at far right most of RF obstacle. The trajectories in Figure 5.10
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and Figure 5.11 show that the gradient algorithm has the ability to drive the robots
properly and maintain their connectivity.


































R1 starts at ( 19 , 16 )
R2 starts at ( 40 , 20 )
Destination R1 R2
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Figure 5.11: Robots start at x(1)0 = 19, y
(1)
0 = 16 and x
(2)
0 = 40, y
(2)
0 = 20 at time k=0.
5.6 Gradient Algorithm Scenarios Using Network
Simulator
In this simulation scenario, an area of the 2 × 2 m2 was chosen. The freeway
motion model of the nodes was defined as a movement model for our experiments. The
simulation uses 2 nodes. The maximum speed was set to 2.2 cm/s and minimum speed
is set to 1.5 cm/s. The traffic generated was the FTP (File Transfer Protocol) on the
TCP (Transmission Control protocol) agent. The MAC layer was set to MAC/802.11.
The AODV protocol was simulated with a source-destination pair. Nodes generate
packets at different times. After running the simulation, the network animator (NAM)
was used to show the data transfer between nodes. The trace files were analyzed for
moving nodes. Using the trace file, the node movement time was calculated.
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Mac layer Mac/802− 11
Routing protocol AODV
Traffic Type FTP
The scenario in Figure 5.12 (a) shows two mobile nodes. One node moves at a speed
of 2.2 cm/s and the other node moves at a speed of 1.5 cm/s. The nodes are moving
and transmitting data packets. The nodes and simulation environment parameters
are shown in table 5.1. As the two nodes move, they approach an RF obstacle. The
RF obstacle affects the communication signal between the mobile nodes. Therefore,
the S/N goes down below the communication threshold. As a result, the nodes can
not communicate anymore as shown in Figure 5.12 (b).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: Two robots in (a) are transmitting data packets and in (b) are losing
communication.
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In Figure 5.13 (a), the mobile trapped node has started to move back through a
free locomotion into a position where it can gain a strong signal strength to regain
communication with the other node. According to the gradient algorithm both nodes
start to calculate the gradient to decide the strong signal direction when the signal
strength goes below some threshold. The node with the higher gradient would move
first in the direction of its gradient as shown in Figure 5.13(a). If the signal strength
is above the threshold, the nodes would regain the communication signal and would
start transmitting information packet again; consequently, both nodes would move in
the direction of their normal velocity as shown in Figure 5.13 (b).
(a) (b)
 















    
 
 
Figure 5.13: The robots in (a) are moving back and in (b)are regaining communica-
tion.
We run multiple scenarios where the trapped node moves at lower speed than the
rightmost node and when the two nodes move at the same speed. The conclusion
is that the node movement velocity is scaled as the nodes calculate the gradient to
determine the direction of motion to maintain the network connectivity.
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5.7 Gradient and Node Movement based on RF
Mapping and Classification
As discussed earlier in this chapter and the previous chapters, the robot controlled
movement can drive the robots to favorable positions in the field. Once the robots
reach strong signal strength positions, they can regain the communication with the
robotic network. The robot control mechanism performs this in order to accomplish
tasks assigned to the robots and maintain their network connectivity. An appropriate
robot controlled motion algorithm can manage the network faster than discovering a
new node when there is a network failure in some cases. In relation to robot con-
trolled motion, the gradient descent method is required for connectivity maintenance
of the robotic network. The gradient descent algorithm will determine the trends of
the strong signal strength for robots; eventually, the robots will move in the direc-
tion that support their connectivity. The proposed Meta-Routing relies on the node
controlled movement and the gradient algorithm by reducing the total path cost func-
tion and increasing the likelihood of success to repair links in order to increase the
communication links quality and maximize the broken communication links.
The robots can map the RF obstacles in a harsh RF environment a priori by
knowing the gradient magnitude and direction. Therefore, if a robot starts to move
into the RF obstacle shadow, can the robot realize that it is moving into a temporary
shadow? In other words, can the robot move into the RF shadow easily or will the
RF shadow go deeper? As a result, the robot will totally lose the connection with
the other robots. Knowing the depth of the RF shadow, it is possible for estimating
and reducing the overhead cost; consequently, increasing the likelihood of success of
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moving robots a way from that shadow and then this will lead to reduce the total
path cost of Meta-Routing protocol.
The RF shadow recognition and classification concerns mapping of RF obstacles
in RF environment for estimating the depth of an individual RF shadow to reduce
the total path cost of Meta-Routing protocol. The estimation process will lead to
minimizing the routing overhead cost results from moving deeply into the RF shadow.
Why do we need RF mapping? Another vital question arises. In fact, we can achieve
Meta-Routing using node movement and applying gradient descent, but still we need
to find the best cost estimate either for repairing a broken link or discovering a new
link or node. When two robots are moving in an unknown environment and they
start losing the communication signal, could we know what are the effects of the
environment (RF obstacle) on the communication signal between robots? Also, could
we estimate the depth of the RF shadow affecting the communication? In addition,
could we recognize and classify the RF environment so that we can put a best cost
estimate of repair specifically on this link, but not the likelihood of average links
like hybrid protocols did? The answer to the aforementioned questions and other
questions will be presented in the next chapters, where we are going to detail the RF
environment recognition method. The RF environment recognition method, the robot
controlled motion algorithm and the gradient method will help reduce the overall path
cost estimate, compared to the route discovery phase for achieving Meta-Routing.
5.8 Summary
In this chapter, various gradient estimation experiments are presented. The multi-
dimensional gradient of the RF signal strength measurements is estimated to deter-
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mine the direction of the signal strength, which is used to control robots’ movements
to maintain the network connectivity. The gradient process has a significant impact
on the performance of the Meta-Routing protocol. The gradient method allows the
robot to move in the direction of the strong RF signal strength; eventually, it affects
the cost function of computing the total lowest path. Simultaneously, the likelihood
of success, LMov, to move robots in the direction of communication coverage, becomes
high. Therefore, the gradient descent method affects the overhead cost, CMov, which
is a dominant part of the total path cost of the Meta-Routing protocol in our specific
scenarios. In summary, the gradient method has a significant impact on CMov and
LMov, which affects the overhead cost and would eventually affect the total path cost
of the Meta-routing protocol. Different RF signal strength gradient scenarios were
tested and examined. The overall results for all experiments showed that the gradient
method has the potential to support robots moving toward the direction of the strong
signal strength for their connectivity maintenance. The gradient results can help the
robots map the RF obstacles and determine the direction of robots’ movements.
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Chapter 6
RF Mapping for Controlled Motion
and Estimate Refinement
In this chapter, RF mapping or RF electromagnetic field (EMF) environment
recognition, is discussed in detail. RF Mapping endeavors to measure the effects
of RF obstacles in the physical environment that may attenuate signals as a trans-
mitter/receiver pair moves through the environment. By mapping these attenuation
patterns, nodes can avoid known "RF shadows" and other anomalies due to certain
transmitter/receiver configurations. More importantly, using RF obstacle "primitives"
extracted from the RF attenuation maps, RF shadows can be inferred for other trans-
mitter/receiver configurations. This information can be used both to control motion
for link maintenance and to make better estimates of hypothesized nodes. A small
initial set of primitives is explored here for proof-of-concept and the recognition of
primitives from partial data is explained in chapter 7.
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6.1 RF Environment Recognition
As discussed in chapter one, maintaining connectivity optimizes the performance
metrics in networks. Therefore, RF mapping or RF environment recognition is a
way to optimize the performance metrics in networks. RF mapping aims to improve
the cost estimation of communication path between robots. Therefore, RF mapping
attempts to reduce the overhead cost, CMov, which affects the total path cost, and
increase the the likelihood of success, LMov, to move robots in the direction of strong
communication path. RF mapping focuses on how to map RF environment regions
using radios as a sensor to perform the gradient descent on the error to minimize
the error signal. Consequently, RF environment recognition aims to recognize and
classify the RF environment type where the robots are, and provide the knowledge to
the node controlled motion algorithm, which controls the robot movement based on
the RF recognition method and the gradient results. The RF environment recognition
is based on RF signal strength measurements along the robots trajectories.
6.1.1 RF Mapping versus Physical Mapping
Currently it is possible for a team of robots to map the physical area. They
can travel through the physical environment using sonar, laser range finders or other
technologies. Each sensor works independently to produce a composite map of the
area. Physical objects reflect radiation (active radiation in the case of light detection
and range (LIDAR), sonar, Infrared (IR), passive radiation in the case of vision) to
yield range. In physical mapping, the configuration space of the obstacle consists of
the (x, y) locations that the robot can not visit while exploring the environment.
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RF Mapping is different from physical mapping. Physical mapping clearly shows
where obstacles in the mapped environment are located, while RF mapping shows
the effects those RF obstacles have on RF signals. In RF mapping, the sensor mea-
surements require two agents (transmitter and receiver) to transfer and receive the
RF signal. These sensor measurements are not uniquely or directly tied to physical
objects, but they are affected by multi-path, fading or interference. The configu-
ration space of the RF obstacle consists of (x1, y1, x2, y2) coordinates of a 2 Degree
of Freedom (DoF) transmitter and a 2-DoF receiver if an Omni-directional antenna
is used. Thus, with this scenario a four dimensional configuration space is formed,
which makes RF mapping more difficult compared to that of physical mapping. In our
work, we simplified the 4-DoF configuration space to a 2-DoF configuration space for
visualization. We assumed constant sized types of the RF obstacles, a fixed distance
between the transmitter and receiver pair as well as fixed orientation, see Figure 6.1.
6.2 Formulation for RF Environment Recognition
The RF environment recognition method is based on RF signal strength measure-
ments along the robot trajectory. The method aims to identify and classify the RF
environment shadow type along the robots’ paths. After that it provides the knowl-
edge to the robot controlled motion algorithm. The HMM results based on the RF
environment recognition method informs moving robots whether they are under the
effects of RF obstacle shadow or not. Afterwards, the robot controlled motion algo-
rithm based on the HMM results decides the required robot movement mechanism
that helps to recover from the RF obstacle shadow and maintains the robots’ con-
nectivity. The robot controlled motion algorithm has to choose whether moving the
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Figure 6.1: (a) Experimental scenario with two robots moving on different sides of a
wall, and (b) the 2-D space divided by grids in numerical experiments.
robots forward in the same trajectories under the RF environment effects or moving
them back, through a free locomotion to favorable positions. The controlled motion
algorithm decides this depending on the knowledge of the RF obstacle size and type
gained from HMMs results. The RF environment recognition method based on HMM
and the gradient results would reduce the overhead path cost results from robots’
movements, and increase the likelihood of success of maintaining connectivity of bro-
ken links. Consequently, the performance of the robot controlled motion algorithm is
improved and the Meta-routing protocol would be achieved with higher efficiency.
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6.2.1 RF Environment Modeling
In the RF recognition application scenario, we use two mobile nodes to transmit
and receive RF signals at 2.4 GHz, respectively. The "sensor measurement" is the
RF signal strength at the current location of the receiver, which may be affected
by multi-path, fading and interference [46]. The robots are positioned in the 2-D
Cartesian coordinates (xk, yk) at time k. The 2-D space for the RF environment is
divided into grids. The grid width is ∆x = Lx/M in x-direction and ∆y = Ly/N in
y-direction. Here, Lx and Ly are the length and width of the space, and M and N
are the number of segments in x-direction and y-direction as in Figure 6.1 (b). In
our numerical experiments, we assume the robots move in this 2-D space along the










0,l + k∆y, k = 1, 2, · · · , N, (6.1)
where l is the trajectory index, i ∈ {1, 2} is the robot index, (x(i)0,l, y(i)0,l) denotes the
initial location of the ith robot at time 0. Equation 6.1 describes the ith robot’s
movement which begins at (x(i)0,l, y
(i)
0,l) and then moves along y-direction with a step
size of ∆y for each time step. Furthermore, for the 1st robot, we assume x(1)0,l = l∆x,









0 , which means these two robots are separated by a fixed distance d in
x-direction but they are with the same coordinate in y-direction. This experiment
scenario with two robots is demonstrated in Figure 6.1(a). The sensor measurements
at time k for the lth trajectory in the presence of RF obstacle type j, which is the
received RF signal strength at the receiver location, is denoted as
S
(j)
















k,l , φj), (6.2)
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which is a function of the initial robot positions (x(i)0,l, y
(i)





at time k and the RF obstacle characteristics φj. Here the index of the trajectory
l = 1, ..., L(j) for each j, where L(j) is the total number of the trajectories with the
presence of type j RF obstacle. In equation 6.2, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes the obstacle
type and φj = {(x(j)c , y(j)c ), θ(j)} denotes the RF obstacle characteristic set, which
contains the central position of the RF obstacle (x(j)c , y(j)c ) and the shape parameters
of the RF obstacle θ(j). For example, the wall obstacle has the parameters of central
coordination (Lx2 ,
Ly
2 ), and the shape parameters θ
(j) contains its width, length and
height information. The signal strength measurements in the experiment field with
the presence of three RF obstacle types are demonstrated in the following sections.
6.2.2 RF Signal Strength Measurements
The signal strength measurements in the experiment field with the presence of
three RF obstacle types are demonstrated. In addition, we presented the measure-
ment sequence obtained from different trajectories. By investigating how the signal
strength changes at different locations, it is possible to recognize and classify the
RF signatures of certain RF obstacle types. For the simulation experiments, we used
Computer Simulation Technology (CST), which is a professional tool for the 3-D Elec-
tro Magnetic simulation of high frequency components [57]. CST microwave studio
enables quick and accurate analysis of high frequency devices such as antennas, filters,
planar and multi-layer structures [57]. In our simulation, we used a 60 mm× 60 mm
patch antenna to send and receive the communication signal and made the interference
source out of pure electric conducting material as shown in Figure 6.1(a).
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6.2.2.1 Wall Obstacle
In wall experiments, we use three different wall sizes, which are 7 cm × 30 cm
× 30 cm, 10 cm × 30 cm × 30 cm and 15 cm × 30 cm × 30 cm. The RF signal
strength measurements of the experiment field with a wall obstacle of the size 10 cm
× 30 cm × 30 cm are shown in Figure 6.2. The signal strength becomes extremely
low when the transmitter is extremely close to the edge of the RF obstacle at one side,
and the receiver is located one meter away from the other side, or vice versa. As the
transmitter or receiver moves away from the RF obstacle, the signal strength becomes
significantly stronger as shown in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.3 shows the top-down view of






























Figure 6.2: RF signal strength measurements in the experiment field with a wall
obstacle.
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Figure 6.4 shows different signal shapes at different distances from the RF obstacle
at the receiver position. The signal shapes reflects the RF obstacle effects on the RF
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Figure 6.3: Top down view of Figure 6.2.
 






























































Figure 6.4: RF signal strength measurement sequences corresponding to different
trajectories for the wall obstacle.
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In summary, Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 demonstrate the impact of the
RF wall obstacle on RF signals. As the transmitter and receiver move along a known
trajectory at each side of the RF obstacle, the signal strength measurement sequences
are shown to hold sufficient information to allow the recognition and classification
of the RF obstacle shadow. Furthermore, the RF obstacle shadow on the RF signal
strength measurements produces different signal features. Consequently, the signal
shapes and features would help in estimating the type and the size of the RF obstacle.
As a result, a reduced overhead cost and an increased likelihood of success are achieved

















The cage obstacle shown in Figure 6.5 is a Faraday cage, which is made of pure
electric conducting material. The cage size is 30 cm × 30 cm × 30 cm. The
signal strength decreases and becomes extremely weak when one of the antennas is
located inside the cage as shown in Figure 6.5. The signal strength oscillates when
the transmitter or the receiver approaches the entrance of the cage due to conducting
material effects. Figure 6.5 shows that the signal strength becomes weak because
the cage prevents the line of sight between the transmitter and receiver. The signal
strength intensity image of Figure 6.5 is shown in Figure 6.6, which shows that the
signal strength becomes stronger as the antennas move away from the cage and there
is a line of sight.















Figure 6.6: Top down view of Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, demonstrate the effect of the cage obstacle
on RF signal strength measurements. Figure 6.7 shows the measurement sequence
obtained from different trajectories at different distances from the RF obstacle.
 


















































































































Figure 6.7: RF signal strength measurement sequences corresponding to different
trajectories for the cage obstacle.
6.2.2.3 Cylinder Obstacle
In cylinder experiments, we use three different cylinder radiuses, which are r =
10 cm, r = 15 cm and r = 20 cm; the height of the cylinders is 30 cm. Figure 6.8 shows
the simulation results of signal strength measurements in the experimental field with a
cylinder obstacle. The cylinder obstacle is located at the center of the experiment field,
with a diameter of 15 cm. As we can see in Figure 6.8, the signal strength becomes
weak as the receiver moves closer to the cylinder. The signal strength intensity image
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Figure 6.8: RF signal strength measurements in the experiment field with a cylinder
obstacle.
Figure 6.9: Top down view of Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 show the effect of the cylinder obstacle on
the RF signal strength measurements. As the antennas move along a straight line at
each side of the RF obstacle, the signal strength measurement sequence shows that
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it holds sufficient information to allow recognition of the RF obstacle type. The RF
obstacle shadow on the RF signal strength measurements produces different signal
shapes at different distances as the receiver antenna moves closer to the RF obstacle.
 
































































Figure 6.10: RF signal strength measurement sequences corresponding to different
trajectories for the cylinder obstacle.
6.3 Physical Obstacles Experiments
To conduct regular physical experiments, we started with modeling simple con-
ducting RF obstacles such as walls, cylinders, and cages. We created an nearly clean
physical environment to minimize unknown sources of interference. Two Texas In-
struments CC2510 development kits were used (one transmitter, one receiver), and
the antennas were moved manually around a copper obstacle that laid on top a card-
board box in a laboratory environment. A 2.4 GHz transmitter and receiver antennas






Figure 6.11: Copper wall obstacle and two physical devices.
signal strength at different antenna positions as they moved around a single source
of interference. The source of interference itself had been centered in the middle of
the experiment field, and measurements were taken at up to 100 cm on either side, as
well as above and below the source of the interference. We constructed different RF
obstacle shapes that were similar to the RF obstacles used for the simulation. The
physical results were based on the environment, especially the ground floor where we
put the antennas and then moved them. The carpet material has different effects
than wood or concrete. After many trials, we found that a cardboard box of 15 cm
height is more convenient and provide satisfactory results compared to the simulation
results.
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6.3.1 Copper Wall Obstacle
We created a wooden box frame ( 10 cm × 30 cm × 30 cm ) and covered it
with a copper screen as shown in Figure 6.11. The physical results of moving the
transmitter and the receiver around the wall are shown in Figure 6.12. The signal
strength oscillates between high and low and becomes extremely low (the spikes in
Figure 6.12) when either the transmitter or the receiver is extremely close to the RF
obstacle from one side, and the other Transmitting antenna is 1 meter away on the
other side. As the transmitter moves around the wall between the edges, the signal
strength is still low but better than that when the transmitter or the receiver are
at the edges, which matches the simulation results shown in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.13
shows the index image of Figure 6.12 where the spikes show the lowest signal strength.
The spikes on the figure can help to estimate the thickness and the width of the wall.
Physical and simulation results show that it is possible to estimate the size and the
shape of RF obstacle. The signal strength becomes stable when the transmitter and
the receiver move far from the RF obstacle, and there is a line of sight.
Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 determine the effectiveness of the copper
wall obstacle on RF signals. As the transmitter and receiver move along a straight
line at each side of the RF obstacle, the signal strength measurement sequences are
shown to contain sufficient information to enable the recognition and classification
of the RF obstacle type. Furthermore, the RF obstacle shadow on the RF signal
strength measurements produces different signal shapes as the antenna moves toward







































Figure 6.13: Top down index of copper wall obstacle.
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Figure 6.14: Different signal shapes of copper wall obstacle.
6.3.2 Copper Cage Obstacle
In this experiment, we created a four sided wood frame cage (30 cm × 30 cm ×
30 cm) and then covered it with a copper screen. The cage was centered on a large
cardboard box. The transmitter and receiver moved around the cage at a regular 1
meter distance apart. The signal strength was measured for different positions outside
and inside the cage. The signal strength decayed and becomes extremely low when
the transmitter or the receiver was located inside the cage as shown in Figure 6.15.
The signal strength oscillated when the transmitter or the receiver approached the
entrance of the copper cage as a result of the conducting material effects. We got
closer results from the simulation when an antenna was at the entrance of the cage
as shown in Figure 6.15. The left side of Figure 6.15 shows how the signal strength
goes down as the copper cage prevents line of sight between the transmitter and
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receiver. The index image of Figure 6.15 is shown in Figure 6.16. The signal strength
significantly increased as the transmitter and the receiver moved away from the cage
and preserved a line of sight, which is consistent with the simulation results as shown in
Figure 6.5. The signal strength became much better at the rear side (see Figure 6.16)
as the antennas move away from the cage, which is right for the simulation result of
Figure 6.5, but with a difference of −5 dB better than the physical result, as a result






























Figure 6.15: Copper cage obstacle physical results.
The RF obstacle shadow on the RF signal strength measurements produces dif-
ferent signal shapes as the receiver antenna moves closer to the RF obstacle as shown
in Figure 6.17. In summary, Figure 6.15, Figure 6.16, and Figure 6.17 show the effect
of the copper cage obstacle on the RF signal strength measurements. As the anten-
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nas move along a straight line trajectory at each side of the RF obstacle, the signal
strength measurement sequence shows that it holds sufficient information to enable
recognition of the RF obstacle type.















Figure 6.16: Top down index of copper cage obstacle.
6.4 Simulation and Physical Results Validation
In this section, we aim to present physical results and CST simulation results
validation for cage and wall obstacles. We performed the physical experiment in
different places and buildings. The results of physical experiments depends on how
clean the experiment is. The physical and simulation results are plotted together to
compare their accuracy. The physical results are effected by the sources of interference
in the experiment environment.
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Figure 6.17: Different signal shapes of copper cage obstacle.
6.4.1 Wall Results Validation
We carried out different copper wall physical experiments to verify the CST sim-
ulation. We moved antennas about the copper wall in an area 2 m2, in two different
places, as shown in Figure 6.11. We chose two places in different buildings to perform
the experiments. We sought environments with fewer sources of interference to guar-
antee reliable communication signal between the transmitter and the receiver. Figure
6.18 shows different wall signal shapes for CST simulation and physical experiments.
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Signals that are black represent simulation results, whereas signals that are red and
blue are physical results. Blue physical signals are close to the CST signals (black)
and signal strength difference is between −2 dBm up to −8 dBm, whereas the blue
signals cause a difference of −15 dBm and above. The decrease in signal strength
results from different interference sources.
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Figure 6.18: Wall obstacle physical and simulation results comparison.
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6.4.2 Cage Results Validation
Different copper cage physical experiments to verify the CST simulation are car-
ried out. We moved antennas around the copper wall in an area 2 m2 in two different
places. We choose two places in different buildings to perform the experiments. We
sought environments with fewer sources of interference to a guarantee proper commu-
nication signal between the transmitter and the receiver. Figure 6.19 shows different
cage signal shapes for CST simulation and physical experiments. Signals that are
black represent simulation results, whereas signals that are red and blue are physi-
cal results. Blue physical signals are close to the CST signal (black), and the signal
strength difference is between −3 dBm up to −20 dBm, whereas the red signals pro-
duce a difference of −20 dBm and above. The decrease in signal strength results from
different interference sources.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the concepts of RF Mapping or RF environment
recognition. We have showed that RF Mapping is different from physical mapping
of RF obstacles in many ways. We have explained the RF environment recognition
method for RF obstacle shadow recognition and classification. We showed that the
RF recognition method based on RF signal strength measurements, are effective along
the robot trajectory in the experimental field to identify obstacle shadow. The RF
environment recognition aims to identify and classify the RF environment shadow
type along the robots’ paths. It classifies the RF environment shadow based on
HMMs classifier results. The RF environment recognition method reduces the over-
head cost, CMov, which affects the total path cost between the communicating robots,
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Figure 6.19: Cage obstacle physical results comparison.
and increase the likelihood of success, LMov, to move robots in the direction of strong
communication signal to repair links. We carried out several simulation experiments
for different RF obstacle types and sizes and showed the effects of the RF obstacle on
the RF signal measurements, which produces various signal shapes. Signal shapes for
three types of RF obstacle are shown and explained in details. In addition, we have




Link Maintenance Based on RF
Mapping
In this chapter, Hidden Markov Models are applied to the problem of recognizing
RF obstacle primitives from partial signal strength data.
7.1 Categorization of RF Shadow Primitives with
HMMs
The block diagram in Figure 7.1 summarizes the major steps of our algorithm
for achieving RF environment recognition method from partial data. First, each
measurement vector obtained from different robot trajectories is segmented into small
segments as in Figure 7.2. Each segment is then transformed into the frequency
domain for extracting features using fast Fourier transform (FFT). We use a subset
of all feature vectors for training and the remainder is used for testing. The extracted
feature vectors for training are clustered using the K-means clustering algorithm to
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generate observation sequences C(j)l . The generated observation sequences are used
to train three HMMs, one for each RF obstacle type. Each HMM model consists
of five states, corresponding to five concatenated segments of the robots movement
through a specific trajectory. As described above, each model was trained using a
set of observation sequences. The HMMs classification models were tested using the
testing set of feature vectors. Using the trained HMMs results, the RF environment
recognition is achieved and then utilized by the robot controlled motion algorithm
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Figure 7.1: Block diagram of RF environment recognition processing steps.
Generally, the robot motion is a sequential event, and we were interested in clas-
sifying based on its temporal ordering. There exists a strong similarity of RF envi-
ronment classification using signal strength measurements to word recognition using
speech patterns (see [58]). The use of HMMs provides an intuitive approach to classi-
fication. It naturally breaks up the robot trajectory into constituent parts, similar to
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Figure 7.2: A segmented wall signal.
the way they are synthesized. The HMMs approach also provides a simple mechanism
for classifying a subset of segments in the robot trajectory through an RF obstacle
shadow during its movement, as opposed to classification at the completion of a tra-
jectory. The following paragraphs review HMMs and our application of them to RF
environment recognition method.
HMMs [59] is a method to model stochastic events. A model λ consists of states
Q and their corresponding probabilities of observations B, as well as probabilities of
transitions between states A. Given a sequence of observations, O, and a model λ,
one can drive what is P (O|λ), the probability of observations O given λ. Essentially,
this is a measure of how sensitive the model represents the event. In the case that
the model is unknown (i.e. hidden), the model can be learned. To train a model,
training data, a set of observations Oi for (i = 1, ..., n), is used to modify an initial
estimate of model parameters with the goal of maximizing P (O|λ) using Baum-Welch,
EM, or gradient methods. For classification, a model is created for each class λ(j) for
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(j = 1, ...,mo), where mo is the number of RF obstacle types. To assign RF obstacle
type membership to a novel observation O, P (O|λ(j)) is calculated for each type j,
and the class whose model has the highest probability is assigned to O.
In speech recognition (see [58]), a model is created and trained for each spoken
word. In the initial research, an observation sequence corresponded to a sequence of
recognized phonemes, but now it more commonly corresponds to the coded segments
of the speech signal (i.e. a segment of the signal is mapped to a frequency space then
coded using a look-up table). States of the model correspond either to these segments,
or more typically, to the phonemes in the word (although phonemes are not explicitly
recognized). The detailed algorithm description and HMMs results are presented as
follows.
7.2 Measurement Segmentation and Feature Ex-
traction
We denote the measurement vector collected in the robot movement along the




l (2) · · · S(j)l (Nm)]T , where Nm represents the
number of signal strength measurements along the lth trajectory for the jth RF





1)+1) · · · S(j)l (5u)]T , u = 1, 2, · · · , 5 as in Figure 7.2. Afterwards, each measurement
segmentα(j)l,u is converted using FFT into the frequency domain, and the results of FFT
are denoted as Γ(j)l,u = FFT(α
(j)
l,u , NFFT ), where FFT(·) denotes the FFT operation,
NFFT denotes the number of points in the FFT results. The first 10 elements in the






l,u(2) · · ·Γ(j)l,u(10)
]T
of the measurement corresponding to the lth trajectory and jth RF obstacle type.
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Once each segment is transferred into frequency space, the feature vector Γ(j)l,u is
clustered using theK-means clustering algorithm. Then, the HMMs uses these binned
segments to classify the RF obstacle shadow based on the probabilistic sequence of
segments. In our numerical experiments, we tried different training sets to assess
their impact on the recognition rate. We found that the recognition rate is affected
positively by the size increase of the training sets. Data was randomly split into
training and testing sets for the verification of the HMMs classifier. We randomly
select 60% of the measurement vectors into the training set Sctrain, which is used for
clustering and training, and the excess constitutes the testing set Sctest.
7.3 Unsupervised Clustering for Observation Gen-
eration
The measurement vectors γ(j)l,u in the training set Sctrain, are clustered intoG clusters
using the k-means clustering algorithm. We denote the G clusters as D1, D2, · · · ,DG
so that the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS) is minimized. The k-means algo-










‖ γ(j)l,u − µg ‖2 (7.1)
where µg is the centroid of Dg, i.e. the mean of points in Dg, ‖ γ(j)l,u −µg ‖2 is the
squared Euclidean distance between the vector γ(j)l,u and µg.
After Dg and µg are generated by the k-means clustering algorithm, they are used
to assign observation symbols to the feature vectors to generate observation sequences
for HMMs training and testing. First, we denote the symbol set used for representing
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HMMs observations as C = {C1, · · · , CG} with Cg as the gth symbol. The symbol C(j)l,u
corresponding to the data segment γ(j)l,u is assigned with the value Cg if ‖ γ(j)l,u −µg ‖2
has the minimum value among all g ∈ {1, 2, · · · , G}. In other words, C(j)l,u is assigned
with symbol Cg, if the closest cluster centroid to the feature vector γ(j)l,u is µg. We





l,1 · · · C(j)l,5
]T
. The resulting vector C(j)l is the observation sequence
corresponding to measurement vector β(j)l . Observation sequence C
(j)
l is in the HMMs
training set SHMMtrain if its corresponding measurement vector β(j)l is in the clustering
training set Sctrain, otherwise, it is in the HMMs testing set SHMMtest .
In summary, following the above procedure, a measurement vector β(j)l for the lth
trajectory in the presence of type j RF obstacles is segmented into segments α(j)l,u ,
u = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Consequently, each α(j)l,u is transformed into the frequency domain
by FFT, and the FFT result is denoted by Γ(j)l,u . The first 10 elements in Γ
(j)
l,u are
selected to form feature vector γ(j)l,u . The feature vectors are clustered using the k-
means algorithm to generate G clusters, D1, · · · ,DG, and the corresponding cluster
centroids µ1, · · · ,µG. Using the cluster parameters, each segment feature vector γ(j)l,u
is assigned with a symbol C(j)l,u ∈ C. We concatenate C(j)l,u to form the observation
sequence C(j)l . At this point, the measurement vector for each trajectory β
(j)
l is
transformed into observation sequence C(j)l and ready for training or testing HMMs.
7.4 Numerical Results on HMMs Based Recogni-
tion
The HMMs training set SHMMtrain is used to train three HMMs, and each HMM
corresponds to one of the three RF obstacle types. We denote the trained HMMs as
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λ(j), with j = 1, 2, 3 corresponding to RF obstacle type of wall, cage and cylinder,
respectively. Given an observation sequence C(j)l , which are composed of several
observation symbols, the conditional probability of C(j)l given HMM λ(p), P (C
(j)
l |
λ(p)), is calculated for p = 1, 2, 3 for classification. If the maximum P (C(j)l | λ(p)) is
obtained with p = pˆ, we predict that the RF environment is with RF obstacle type
pˆ. We note that C(j)l is an observation sequence with arbitrary length, and thus may
only contain the first few available observations. This corresponds to the scenarios
where the robots are approaching an RF obstacle without all the observations being
available.
7.4.1 Different Cylinder Sizes
In this experiment, a total of 535 measurement vectors are used. A subset of 321
measurement vectors are used for training, and the remainder are used for testing.
These measurement vectors contain three different cylinder radiuses, which are r =
10 cm, r = 15 cm and r = 20 cm; and the height of the cylinders is 30 cm. The
confusion matrix of the RF environment recognition results are shown in Tables 7.1,
7.2 and 7.3; each row of the confusion matrix represents the predicted class, and each
column represents the actual class. Table 7.1 demonstrates the confusion matrix of RF
environment recognition using the first 2 elements in observation sequences, and the
classification rate achieved is 83%. Table 7.2 demonstrates the confusion matrix using
the first 3 elements in observation sequences, and the sucess rate is 92%. Table 7.3
demonstrates the confusion matrix of RF environment recognition using 4 elements
with the classifiction rate as 100%.
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Table 7.1: Confusion matrix of RF environment recognition by 2 observations.
Cylinders r = 10 cm r = 15 cm r = 20 cm
r = 10 cm 0.86 0.0 0.14
r = 15 cm 0.14 1 0.22
r = 20 cm 0.0 0.0 0.64
Table 7.2: Confusion matrix of RF environment recognition by 3 observations.
Cylinders r = 10 cm r = 15 cm r = 20 cm
r = 10 cm 1 0.0 0.0
r = 15 cm 0.0 1 0.24
r = 20 cm 0.0 0.0 0.76
Table 7.3: Confusion matrix of RF recognition by 4 observations.
Cylinders r = 10 cm r = 15 cm r = 20 cm
r = 10 cm 1 0.0 0.0
r = 15 cm 0.0 1 0.0
r = 20 cm 0.0 0.0 1
The results show that the HMMs classifier can achieve satisfied classification per-
formance when 2 observations are available, and the classification performance im-
proves; and rates become excellent as more observations become available.
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7.4.2 Different Wall Sizes
In wall experiments, a total of 455 measurement vectors are used. A subset of
273 measurement vectors are used for training, and the remainder is used for testing.
The measurement vectors contain three different wall sizes, which are 7 cm × 30 cm
× 30 cm, 10 cm × 30 cm × 30 cm and 15 cm × 30 cm × 30 cm. The confusion
matrices of the RF environment recognition results are shown in Tables 7.4, 7.5 and
7.6. Table 7.4 demonstrates the confusion matrix of RF environment recognition of
wall measurement vectors using the first 2 elements in observation sequences, and the
classification rate is 70%; while Table 7.5 demonstrates the confusion matrix using the
first 3 elements in observation sequences, and the classification rate is 76%. Finally,
Table 7.6 demonstrates the confusion matrix of RF environment recognition using
the first 4 elements of the observation sequence the success rate is 92%. The results
show that the HMMs classifier can achieve satisfied classification performance when
2 observations are available, and the classification performance improves as more
observations become available.
Table 7.4: Confusion matrix of RF recognition by 2 observations.
Walls w = 7 cm w = 10 cm w = 15 cm
w = 7 cm 0.85 0.46 0.0
w = 10 cm 0.15 0.54 0.31
w = 15 cm 0.0 0 0.69
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Table 7.5: Confusion matrix of RF environment recognition by 3 observations.
Walls w = 7 cm w = 10 cm w = 15 cm
w = 7 cm 0.87 0.44 0.0
w = 10 cm 0.13 .56 0.16
w = 15 cm 0.0 0.0 0.84
Table 7.6: Confusion matrix of RF environment recognition by 4 observations.
Walls w = 7 cm w = 10 cm w = 15 cm
w = 7 cm 0.95 0.08 0.0
w = 10 cm 0.05 0.92 0.12
w = 15 cm 0.0 0.0 0.88
7.4.3 Different Walls, Cylinders and Cages Sizes
In this experiment, a total of a 825 measurement vectors containing the three afore-
mentioned RF obstacles with different sizes. A subset of 495 measurement vectors are
used for training, and a subset of 330 measurement vectors are used for testing. The
confusion matrix of the RF environment recognition results are shown in Tables 7.7,
7.8 and 7.9, each row of the confusion matrix represents the predicted class, and each
column represents the actual class. Table 7.7 demonstrates the confusion matrix of
RF environment recognition using the first 2 elements in observation sequences, and
the classification rate is 74%. Table 7.8 demonstrates the confusion matrix using the
first 3 elements in observation sequences, and the success rate for this experiment is
84% and Table 7.9 demonstrates the confusion matrix of RF environment recognition
using 4 elements of the observation sequences, and the classification rate is 92%.
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The results show that the HMMs classifier can achieve satisfied classification
performance when 2 observations are available, and the classification performance
improves as more observations become available. Thus, these results demonstrate
that the proposed method has sufficient capacity in RF environment recognition for
robot controlled motion.
Table 7.7: Confusion matrix of RF environment recognition by 2 observations.
Different obstacles Cage Wall Wall Cylinder Cylinder
30 cm3 10 cm 15 cm 10 cm 15 cm
Cage 30 cm3 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Wall w = 10 cm 0.0 0.34 0.44 0.0 0.0
Wall w = 15 cm 0.0 0.66 0.56 0.0 0.0
Cylinder r = 10 cm 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.80 0.0
Cylinder r = 15 cm 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.20 1
Table 7.8: Confusion matrix of RF environment recognition by 3 observations.
Different obstacles Cage Wall Wall Cylinder Cylinder
30 cm3 10 cm 15 cm 10 cm 15 cm
Cage 30 cm3 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Wall w = 10 cm 0.0 0.40 0.0 0.0 0.0
Wall w = 15 cm 0.0 0.60 1 0.0 0.0
Wall r = 10 cm 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.80 0.0
Cylinder r = 15 cm 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.20 1
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the RF environment recognition based on HMMs
results. Firstly, we obtained different measurement vectors from different trajectories
as the robots explore different RF obstacle environments. Each measurement vector
obtained from different trajectories is segmented into small segments containing a
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Table 7.9: Confusion matrix of RF environment recognition by 4 observations.
Different obstacles Cage Wall Wall Cylinder Cylinder
30 cm3 10 cm 15 cm 10 cm 15 cm
Cage 30 cm3 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Wall w = 10 cm 0.0 1 0.40 0.0 0.0
Wall w = 15 cm 0.0 0.0 0.60 0.0 0.0
Cylinder w = 10 cm 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0
Cylinder w = 10 cm 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1
number of signal strength measurements. Subsequently, each segment is transformed
into the frequency domain for extracting features using FFT. A subset of all feature
vectors are used for the training process, and the excess is used for the testing process.
We used K-means clustering algorithm to cluster the extracted feature vectors used
for the training set to generate observation sequences. The generated observation se-
quences are used to train three HMMs models, one for each RF obstacle type. Finally,
each model was trained using a set of observation sequences. The HMMs classifica-
tion models were tested using the testing set of feature vectors. Using the trained
HMMs results, the RF environment recognition is achieved and then utilized for the
robot controlled motion algorithm aiming at robots connectivity maintenance. The
results show that the HMMs classifier can achieve satisfied classification performance
for different numbers of observations. The main advantages of the RF environment
recognition method based on the HMM classifier results are to reduce the overhead
cost, CMov, results from the movement of the robot into the RF shadow and affects
the total path cost between the communicating robots. In addition, the RF environ-
ment recognition method increase the likelihood of success, LMov, to move robots in
the direction of strong communication signal to repair links.
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Chapter 8
Meta-Routing based on Robot
Controlled Motion
In this chapter, the node controlled motion algorithm achievement and mechanism
are discussed in more detail.
8.1 Robot Controlled Motion Achievement
The emerging importance of moving ad hoc networks in robotics has given rise
to the concept of movement control for wireless network nodes, which is tied to the
capability of the nodes to move to favorable positions to maintain network connec-
tivity while performing tasks [60]. While opportunistic use of independent mobility
has been extensively investigated, the use of movement control of mobile agents is
largely unexplored [7]. In the application scenario, when a moving robot starts to
lose communication connectivity with the team, its node movement control mech-
anism will guide the robot toward favorable positions in the field for maintaining
connectivity or fixing a failing link. The controlled motion algorithm utilizes the
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knowledge learned from RF environment recognition through HMMs results. Once
the robot recognizes the RF obstacle shadow and estimates the RF obstacle size, the
control motion algorithm would determine whether robots continue their trajectories
or move back through a free locomotion to positions in the field where the robots
can gain a strong signal strength and maintain the network connectivity. In addition,
the controlled motion algorithm based on RF environment recognition method and
the gradient descent method is incorporated into a routing protocol for link repair
to achieve the Meta-Routing protocol. The robot controlled motion algorithm based
on the gradient method detailed in chapter 5 and the RF environment recognition
method discussed in chapter 6, would help in reducing the overall path cost estimate,
compared to the route discovery phase for achieving Meta-Routing. The controlled
motion algorithm main goal is to reduce the overhead cost, CMov, results from node
movement in the field to repair links, and increase the likelihood of success, LMov, to
ensure that the robot movement would repair the communication link and do not loss
the communication with the robotic network.
8.2 Robot Controlled Motion Mechanism
The controlled motion algorithm has two decisions to perform for maintaining
the robots connectivity. The controlled motion algorithm takes the first decision;
therefore, it drives the robots to move across the RF obstacle shadow toward a favor-
able position to maintain their connectivity based on the RF recognition through the
HMMs results. If the controlled motion algorithm chooses the second decision, the
robots move back through a free locomotion and start computing the signal strength
gradient to find the direction of the strong signal strength and then maintain their
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Algorithm 1 Controlled Motion Algorithm.
1: Input: RF environment recognition results.
2: Output: Maintaining connectivity of mobile robots.
3: Get RFRecognitionResults()
4:
5: if (Obstacle type and size are estimated) then














connectivity. We use the gradient-based controlled motion algorithm, by which the
multi-dimension gradient of the RF signal measurements is extracted for controlling
robot direction around the RF obstacle. In other words, depending on the HMMs
results that estimate the type and the approximate size of the RF obstacle, the con-
trolled motion algorithm decides whether to extend the movement through the RF
obstacle shadow or to move back through a free locomotion to a position in the field
that has a strong enough signal strength, and then it computes the gradient to deter-
mine the direction of robots’ movements to maintain their connectivity. The flowchart
in Figure 8.1 and the Algorithm 1 summarize the main steps of the controlled motion
algorithm. The whole picture of Meta-Routing flowchart that includes message rout-
ing protocol, link maintenance through node controlled motion (link repair) and rout
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Figure 8.2: Meta-Routing overall picture.
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8.3 The Controlled Motion Algorithm Results
The HMMs results based on RF environment recognition method demonstrate
detection and recognition of RF obstacle on the robot trajectory. In addition, it
confirms the RF obstacle type and approximate size within a limited distance along the
robot path. The controlled motion algorithm utilizes the HMMs results to drive robots
to continue moving forward through the current trajectories if the segments length
traveled by the robots are greater than or equal one half of the estimated RF obstacle
size as shown in the scenario of Figure 8.4. Otherwise, the robots stop movement and
move back through a free locomotion to a position where it can gain strong signal
strength. Then, the robots run the gradient algorithm to define the direction of the
strongest signal strength. Afterwards, the robots move in the direction of the gradient
and attempt to regain communication as shown in the scenario of Figure 8.3.
8.3.1 Two Observation Sequence Scenario
In this subsection, we will present a scenario for two robots that are moving in
the experimental field and exchanging information packets. The robots started at
x
(1)
0 = 14, y
(1)
0 = 6 and x
(2)
0 = 38, y
(2)
0 = 6 at time k=0. The signal strength threshold
between the robots was -60 dBm. When the signal strength went below this value,
the controlled motion algorithm started to detect the RF obstacle interfering with
the robots’ trajectories. In the meanwhile, the controlled motion algorithm started to
identify the RF obstacle type and estimate the RF obstacle size.
In this scenario, two observation sequences were used. If the segments traveled by
the robot was less than one half of the estimated RF obstacle width then the robots
were moved back through a free locomotion to a strong signal strength position (in
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Figure 8.3: Control robots movement using two observations.
this scenario the number of traveled segments were two). Consequently, the robots run
the gradient algorithm to define the direction of the movement as well as maintaining
their connectivity. The zig zag trajectory in Figure 8.3 shows when the robots were
changing their direction according to the magnitude and the direction of the gradient.
Finally, the robots approached each other, moved away from where the RF obstacle
was located and maintained their connectivity.
8.3.2 Three Observation Sequence Scenario
In this subsection, we will present a scenario for two robots that are moving in




0 = 14, y
(1)
0 = 6 and x
(2)
0 = 38, y
(2)
0 = 6 at time k=0. The signal strength threshold
between the robots was -60 dBm. When the signal strength went below this value,
the controlled motion algorithm started to detect the RF obstacle interfering with the
robots’ trajectories. In the meanwhile, the controlled algorithm started to identify RF
obstacle type and estimate the RF obstacle size. In this scenario, three observation
sequences were used. If the segments traveled by the robot was greater than or
equal one half of the estimated RF obstacle width then the robots continued moving
forward on the same direction in Figure 8.4 ( three segments are used in this scenario).
Consequently, the robots run the gradient algorithm to define the direction of the
movement as well as maintaining their connectivity. Finally, the robots approached
each other and maintained their connectivity.
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Figure 8.4: Control robots movement using three observations.
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8.4 Link Maintenance based on RF Recognition
Cost Estimation
The proposed link maintenance method for robot connectivity maintenance is
based on the RF environment recognition method. The RF environment recognition
method passes through several processes. The method starts with collecting signal
strength measurement at a different point in the robots’ trajectories. The signal
strength measurement vector obtained from different robots’ trajectories is segmented
into five segments. Each segment is then transformed into the frequency domain for
extracting features using FFT. We used a subset of all feature vectors as a training
set, and the rest is used for testing. The extracted feature vectors for the training
set are clustered using the K-means clustering algorithm to generate observation
sequences. The generated observation sequences are used to train three or more HMMs
models, one for each RF obstacle type. Each HMM model consists of five states,
corresponding to five bound segments of robot movement through each trajectory.
The HMMs classification models were tested using the testing set of feature vectors.
The HMMs results were utilized by the robot controlled motion algorithm, to achieve
robot connectivity maintenance. The time cost estimates for the link maintenance
based on the RF environment recognition method is calculated in the next subsections.
8.4.1 Link Maintenance Cost Estimation
The total estimated time for our link maintenance method T(TOT ) is the sum of the
segmentation time T(SIG) (the time to segment signal strength measurement vector),
the FFT transform time T(FFT ) (the time to perform FFT transform), the time for
K-means algorithm Tk( the time to cluster the extracted feature vectors), the time
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for HMMs classification T(HMM) (the time for HMMs training and recognition), and
the time for robot movement T(MOV ), the time to move the robot back through a free
locomotion. The total estimated time summarized as
T(TOT ) = T(SIG) + T(FFT ) + T(K) + T(HMM) + T(MOV ) (8.1)
To estimate the time cost for our link maintenance method, we created differ-
ent MATLAB programs and functions. We ran these programs on a DELL desktop
computer, model Optiplex980. The computer runs Windows 7 Professional, 64-bit
Operating System. The computer uses Intel(r) Core(TM) i7 CPU that run on 2.93
GHz. The installed memory (RAM) capacity for the computer is 8 GB.
In the experiments, the segmentation and FFT transform times were T(SIG) +
T(FFT )=0.3 seconds, and the K-means and HMMs times were T(K) + T(HMM)= 6
seconds. Therefore, for a crawler robot that moves back a distance of 0.5 meters
at speed of 0.022 meters/second, the total estimated time T(TOT ) = 0.3 + 6 +
0.5 / 0.022 = 29.027 seconds, as shown in Figure 8.9. If the robots speed are increased
to 0.15 meters/second, the total estimated time is TTOT = 0.3 + 6 + 0.5 / 0.15 = 10
seconds. The results show that the time cost estimate is effected directly by the robots
speed in the field. Thus, as the robots moves fast, the time cost decreases.
8.5 Node Movement Cost Estimation
In this section, we will show a scenario on how node movement time can be es-
timated by explaining simulation environment specification and node configuration.
The simulation was completed to estimate the time required to move two discon-
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nected nodes back through a free locomotion to regain communication while running
the AODV routing protocol. The simulation was performed on the NS2 simulator.
8.5.1 Two Nodes Simulation Model
In the simulation, an area of the 2×2 m2 were chosen. The freeway motion model
of the nodes was defined as a movement model for our experiments. The simulation
uses 2 nodes. The maximum speed was set to 2.2 cm/s. The traffic generated was
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) on TCP (Transmission Control protocol) agent. The
MAC layer was set to MAC/802.11. The AODV protocol was simulated with a
source-destination pair. They generated packets at different times. After running the
simulation the network animator (NAM) was used to show the data transfer between
nodes. The trace files were analyzed for moving nodes. Using the trace file the node
movement time was calculated.





Mac layer Mac/802− 11
Routing protocol AODV
Traffic Type FTP
The scenario in Figure 8.5 (a) shows two mobile nodes. The nodes are moving
and transmitting data packets. The nodes and simulation environment parameters
are shown in table 8.1. As the two nodes move, they approach an RF obstacle. The
RF obstacle affects the communication signal between the mobile nodes. Therefore,
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the S/N goes down below the communication threshold. As a result, the nodes can
not communicate anymore as shown in Figure 8.5 (b).
 
(a) (b)
Figure 8.5: Two robots in (a) are transmitting data packets and in (b) are losing
communication.
In Figure 8.6 (a), the mobile nodes are moving back through a free locomotion
into a position where they can regained the signal strength to communicate. The
node movement time spent to regain the communication between the nodes was 29
seconds, as shown in Figure 8.9. The nodes regained the communication signal and
started transmitting information packet again as shown in Figure 8.6 (b).
8.6 Route Discovery Cost Estimation
The route discovery time is a function of the distance to the destination, the size
of the network, and the number of nodes in the network. The size of the transmitted
data packet does not affect the route discovery time. A good route discovery process
should have a short response time, which is how long the discovery mechanism takes
to reach the destination, and should do so with minimal time cost. In communication
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 (a) (b)
Figure 8.6: The robots in (a) are moving back and in (b)are regaining communication.
networks, the total delay for the application data packet as it is transmitted from
source to destination plus the route discovery time, which is the round trip time from
sending a route request until receiving the route reply, is called the end-to-end delay.
The total route discovery latency (T(RDL)) is the sum of the request time (T(req)),
which is the time it takes for the first request message to traverse from the source to
the destination, the reply time (T(rep)), the time it takes for the first reply message
to traverse from the destination back to the source, and the soft latency (T(soft)), an
extra waiting time happens at the source side after receiving the reply message. The
total route discovery latency (T(RDL)) is summarized as in the equation below:
T(RDL) = T(req) + T(rep) + T(soft) (8.2)
In the next sections, we will show a scenario on how route recovery time can be
estimated. The simulation environment specification and node configuration will be
detailed. The simulation is done to estimate the route discovery time of the AODV
routing protocol. The simulation was performed on the NS2 simulator.
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8.6.1 Three Nodes Simulation Model
In this simulation, the areas of the 2 × 2 m2 were chosen. The freeway motion
model of the nodes was defined as a movement model for our experiments. The
maximum speed was set to 2.2 cm/s. The traffic generated was FTP (File Transfer
Protocol) on TCP (Transmission Control protocol) agent. The MAC layer was set to
802.11. The protocol have been simulated with 3 nodes. They generated packets at
different simulation times. After running the simulation the NAM is used to show the
data transfer between nodes. The trace files are analyzed for moving nodes. Using
the trace file the node route discovery time is calculated.





Mac layer Mac/802− 11
Routing protocol AODV
Traffic Type FTP
The scenario in Figure 8.7 (a) shows two mobile nodes. The nodes are moving and
transmitting data packets. The nodes and the simulation environment parameters
are shown in table 8.2. At the beginning, two nodes are moving in the experimental
field, they approach RF obstacle. The RF obstacle affects the communication signal
between the mobile nodes. Therefore, the S/N goes down below the communication











Figure 8.8: A new node (a) moved to the network (b) Regained communication with
other nodes.
In Figure 8.8 (a), when the nodes lost communication, they started executing the
route discovery phase. A third, new node from the base station was moved to join
the network. The trapped node detected the new node. The new node acted as a
bridge between the disconnected nodes. Therefore, the disconnected nodes regained
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the communication signal and started to transmit information packets as shown in
Figure 8.8 (b). The route recovery time spent to regain the communication between
the nodes was 39 seconds, which is higher than the time cost of moving nodes back
through a free locomotion, as shown in Figure 8.9. In summary, the time spent to
move nodes back through a free locomotion is shorter than the time spent to recover
a new node. Thus, the node controlled algorithm is more effective than the route
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Figure 8.9: Node movement and route discovery time comparison.
8.7 Summary
In this chapter, the robot controlled motion algorithm is presented. The robot
controlled motion is a form of mobility where mobile nodes are moving to favorable
places in the experimental field. A mobile robot controlled motion algorithm can
effectively improve network performance by driving robots to favorable locations with
strong links in the robot configuration space. The robots run the gradient algorithm
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to determine the direction of the strongest signal strength. Then, the robots will move
in the direction of the gradient, and they will attempt to regain communication. The
numerical simulations were conducted to evaluate the feasibility and performance of
the controlled motion algorithm. The algorithm results have presented promising
solutions to join message routing and physical link maintenance in robots network. In
addition, simulation scenarios to estimate time costs of the node controlled movement
algorithm and the route discovery algorithm show that the robot controlled motion is
more effective than the route discovery phase in some scenarios. We expect that the
presented methods can be a competitive alternative for broken link replacement and
maintaining robot connectivity in robotic networks to achieve Meta-Routing.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Summary
In this dissertation, we have presented a new concept for a mobile robot routing
protocol called the Meta-Routing protocol. Meta-Routing merges a message rout-
ing protocol and a link maintenance protocol in mobile robot ad hoc networks. The
Meta-Routing protocol achieves message routing by applying routing protocols such
as proactive, reactive and hybrid protocols, and it achieves link maintenance using
various wireless mechanisms available, including controlled motion of nodes, transmit
power adjustment, antenna pointing, and other forms of antenna tuning that varies
the operating characteristics of nodes. Despite the array of maintenance options
available, if the communication costs and the likelihood of success can be quanti-
fied, the mechanism can be incorporated into the Meta-Routing paradigm. In this
work, the controlled motion of nodes based on the RF environment recognition and
gradient results are used to repair broken and failed links to maintain the network
connectivity. Most mobile ad hoc routing protocols were developed to handle static
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networks. Therefore, they treat the message routing problem and link maintenance
problem independently. These protocols only consider the message routing problem
without control over the node movement to maintain or repair network links. These
protocols run the route discovery phase immediately when a link failure occurs in
the network. The route discovery phase in these protocol schemes incurs communi-
cation latency in the network. Traditional routing protocols deal with discovering
existing links in the network, attaching these links together to create communica-
tion paths, and then choosing the best path among the created communication paths.
The routing protocols attempt to minimize the path cost between two communicating
nodes, which is the cost of each link in a path, using different optimization algorithms
without attempting to repair broken links or create new links in the network. In gen-
eral, traditional routing protocols find paths in a connection graph and they trigger
an automatic route discovery when there is a link failure and no path to the destina-
tion. Whereas, Meta-Routing protocol augments the routing graph with hypothesized
nodes, and this will be the Meta-Routing protocol triggers to find new paths in the
augmented graph. Then, Meta-Routing computes the cost function and likelihood of
success for each path. Meta-routing chooses the lowest path cost according to the
computed cost function and likelihood of success of the communication path. There-
fore, Meta-Routing total path cost is the sum of minimum communication cost of
links and the minimum overhead cost. The innovation of the Meta-Routing protocol
is in creating hypothesized graphs. Therefore, Meta-Routing is about hypothesizing
new graphs and then applying the traditional protocols to these graphs to choose the
lowest path cost.
We incorporate route repair directly into the routing protocol cost function as an
alternative to the route discovery process, in order to create a new routing mechanism,
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and improve network connectivity. Meta-Routing is the name of this routing mech-
anism. Meta-Routing attempts to figure out the cost of the lowest communication
path between nodes. Meta-Routing is not only going to include the cost of each link
in a path, but it is also going to reduce the cost of overhead to find that path.
As one way to achieve the Meta-Routing protocol, the robot controlled motion al-
gorithm based on the RF environment recognition and the multi-dimensional gradient
descent methods are used to provide a suitable solution to maintain robot connectivity
and repair broken links. The RF environment recognition method uses signal strength
measurements to learn and recognize adverse environments containing RF obstacles.
The RF environment recognition helps to investigate the relationship between known
RF obstacle types and their impact on the RF signal strength in different scenar-
ios. The RF environment recognition reduces the overhead cost to repair a link by
classifying the RF obstacle environment. The multi-dimensional gradient of the RF
signal strength is calculated to estimate the direction of the strongest signal strength,
which is used to control robot movement to maintain connectivity and increase the
likelihood of success of the desired link.
In the application scenario, when a moving robots start to lose communication
connectivity with the team, the controlled motion algorithm will guide them toward
favorable positions in the experimental field for maintaining the connectivity or fixing
the failing link. The controlled motion algorithm utilizes the knowledge learned from
the RF environment recognition through HMMs results. Once the robot recognizes
the RF obstacle shadow or RF obstacle type and size, the controlled motion algorithm
will determine whether the robots continue their trajectories or move them back to a
position in the field where they can gain a strong signal strength. The controlled mo-
tion algorithm makes the first decision: it drives the robots to move forward through
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the RF obstacle shadow towards a favorable position to maintain their connectivity
based on the RF environment recognition through HMMs results. If the controlled
motion algorithm chooses the second decision, the robots start computing the sig-
nal strength gradient to find the trend of strong signal strength and then maintain
their connectivity. We use the gradient based on the controlled motion algorithm, by
which the multi-dimension RF environmental gradient of the RF signal measurements
is extracted to control robot movement around the RF obstacle. In other words, the
controlled motion algorithm has the decision to continue the movement through the
RF obstacle shadow, or to move back to a position in the field that has a strong enough
signal strength. Afterwards, the gradient algorithm computes the gradient to define
the direction of robots’ movements to maintain their connectivity. The controlled
motion algorithm performs the correct decision depending on the RF environment
recognition through HMMs results that estimate the type and the approximate size
of the RF obstacle. The controlled motion algorithm controls the robot movement to
reduce the overhead cost and to increase the likelihood of success of the repaired link.
9.2 Contributions
In this dissertation, the Meta-Routing protocol is presented as a new concept
of mobile robot and ad hoc network infrastructure management, which is not only
introduced as a packet routing scheme, but also as a new strategy for maintaining
communication links. The main contributions of this dissertation are:
1. Meta-Routing, which incorporates link maintenance directly into the routing
protocols cost function as an alternative to route discovery for robust network
connectivity. Meta-Routing expands current routing protocols to include not
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only the traditional routing of packets, but also the maintenance of links in
mobile agent scenarios. Thus, Meta-Routing minimizes the communication path
cost and the overhead cost resulting from the discovery phase of new nodes. It
achieves that by maximizing or repairing existing broken communication links.
2. Employment of the RF environment recognition and the gradient method into
node controlled motion algorithm helps in the achievement of link maintenance
in the presented Meta-Routing Protocol. The RF environment recognition in-
tends to identify and classify the RF environment type where the robots are,
and provide the knowledge to the node controlled motion algorithm. The gra-
dient algorithm is used to determine the direction of the strong signal strength
to maintain network connectivity.
3. Protocol unification, which merges the syntax of message routing protocol and
the link maintenance mechanism through the physical reconfiguration of net-
work nodes by controlling the movement of the nodes. The controlled motion
algorithm enables the robot to fix failing and broken links and maintain robotic
network connectivity. The controlled motion algorithm moves robots to favor-
able positions in the field to retrieve communication signal strength. It achieves
the movement of nodes depending on the RF environment recognition based on
HMMs results. The node controlled motion algorithm is incorporated into a
routing protocol for link repair to achieve Meta-Routing.
9.3 Conclusions
To achieve the Meta-Routing protocol in an interconnected network of communi-
cation nodes in an adverse environment, it is necessary to perform link creation or
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link repair techniques to manage broken links and reduce the overhead cost resulting
from the node discovery process. The drawn conclusion has come after running ex-
tensive experimental simulations and comprehensive examinations on the effect of RF
obstacles on RF environment recognition. The RF environment recognition method
has been employed to develop and design an effective controlled motion algorithm
that can achieve the desired performance in some scenarios. The numerical simu-
lations have been conducted to evaluate the feasibility and performance of the RF
environment recognition method, gradient algorithm and the node controlled motion
algorithm. This dissertation has presented the Meta-Routing protocol and promising
solutions to join message routing and link maintenance in mobile robot networks.
Meta-Routing intends to reduce routing overhead cost resulting from route discovery
protocol. We derive the following conclusions from the numerical simulation results:
1. The Meta-Routing protocol, which combines message routing and link mainte-
nance as one unified problem, is expected to provide more robust ad hoc network
infrastructure and reduce communication overhead and delays. Meta-Routing
protocol should provide the capability of self-healing in the mobile robot net-
work. It reduces network latency caused by the route discovery process and
increases the network throughput.
2. The RF environment recognition method can successfully recognize and classify
the surrounding RF environment featured by certain types of obstacles, which
lays a proper foundation for successive node controlled motion and the link
maintenance process. The RF environment recognition based on HMMs results
demonstrates the recognition of RF obstacles on the robots’ trajectories. It
confirms the RF obstacle type and size estimation within a limited distance
along the robots’ trajectories.
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3. The application of the robot controlled algorithm and the gradient method is
effective in driving the robots to the desired positions for link maintenance for
achieving Meta-Routing. The robot controlled motion algorithm and gradient
method findings demonstrate promising research for mobile ad hoc networks of
robot teams.
9.4 Future Work
The Meta-Routing protocol is achieved through merging the message problem
and the link maintenance problem, which uses the RF environment recognition, the
gradient descent method, and the robot controlled motion algorithm. The methods
and algorithms presented in this dissertation form a good foundation for investigation
of RF environments to discover RF obstacles that affect the RF signal measurements.
These methods and algorithms lead to link repair for maintaining connectivity and
reducing the overhead cost of communication paths; consequently, reducing latency
and increasing network throughput. However, there is much work to be done to
address weaknesses, expand functionality, and implement techniques in a real-world
environment. The future work can be summarized in the following.
1. The RF environment recognition method based on HMMs results is used to
classify the RF obstacle shadow on the RF signal measurements using known
RF obstacle shapes, types and sizes. However, different RF obstacle shapes
and sizes should be used to confirm the method effectiveness and efficiency in
different environments.
2. Extensive physical experiments for different RF obstacle shapes, types and sizes,
should be conducted to confirm the RF environment recognition method ability.
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3. Segmentation and feature extraction of RF signal strength measurements, which
is part of the RF environment recognition method implementation, may be an
essential key to improve the recognition and classification process. However,
using an extremely small number of segments may not help in the recognition
process or have an impact on the recognition rate.
4. Unsupervised clustering is used to reduce the number of classifiers by finding
similar patterns across multiple segments. However, supervised classification
may be used to improve the recognition rate such as in speech recognition ap-
plications.
5. More refinement of the RF environment recognition and the classification method
can be used to improve the recognition rate. Therefore, more work on the recog-
nition of the RF environment based on partial RF signal strength measurements
is essential to identify the RF environment at an early time and consequently
prevent the robots from going deeply into the RF shadow.
6. Create different hypotheses for different types of link maintenance to improve
the Meta-Routing overhead cost estimation.
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